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I. Introduction
A. General Attitude Today Toward Health
The present attitude toward health is e realization that
prevention is far better than a cure, A sufficient sewer sys-
tem, pure water, clean streets, the removal of garbage and
rubbish, all may be provided by the local government to pro-
mote the health of the people. Common drinking cups end
common towels in public places, which have often been carriers
of disease, are now generally forbidden by law. Ordinances
against spitting on sidewalks, in street cars, and in public
halls, are common but, unfortunately, ere not always observed.
The failure of some localities to enforce laws has served
to re-em^hasize the importance of education. Continued stress
is being placed upon the need of education if legislation is
U
to be raede effective and enforceable. There are several illus-
trations of the fact that legislation fails when a group of
citizens are not ready for the step not eduoated to it. For
exa'iole, one of the causes frequently cited as a reason for
the failure of enforcement of the Education Act in England
(Fisher Bill, 1917) is the faot that people were not ready
for the reforms involved. Our own L>hay*s Hebellion and the
1. Twenty-Sixth Yearbook, Part II, page 15, (1927) "The
School as a Conscious Agency for Sociul Improvement".
?,
national Prohibition Amendment are other examples.
We must loo!c to the sohool as one of the agencies for the
1.
development of a positive attitude toward health. Payne has
shown that in specific instances, the use of certain methods
has resulted in increased attention in the community to aspects
of home and community health.
B. Health Education an Essential Part of General Education
Health education today is the most vital factor In our en-
tire school program. It is given primary recognition in the
seven "Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education" ss laid down
2.
by the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education.
Health education is given preference over principles of much
longer standing and is classed as tremendously important by the
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, The
other cardinal principles of education, as laid down by the
Commission, are: coiomand of fundamental processes; rorthy home-
membership; vocation; civic education; worthy use of leisure;
and ethical character.
That health education has assumed a position of world im-
portance is shown by the fact that at the Edinburgh meeting of
3.
the World Federation of the National Education Association,
1. Payne, George - "Education In Health", 1921
2. Bureau of Education Bulletin 1913, No. 35, pages 11-15
3. Rice, Emmet a. - A Brief History of Physical Education,
1927, page 253
3July 25, 1925, the organization adopted a resolution affirming
its belief that "health education is the fundamental basis of
all successful education".
In view of the fact that health education is accepted as a
necessary factor in school programs, both nationally (as shown
by the attitude of the Connie si on on the Reorganization of
,'econdary Education) and intemptionally (as shown by the resolu-
tion of the "orld Federation of the National Education Associa-
tion)
,
the teaching of health, so as best to relate it to present
conditions and to spread health knowledge, becomes a primary
function of education.
Since health education is considered an essential part of
general education it is the duty of the schools to solve the
problem of health knowledge dissemination. Let us now consider
a discussion of the necessity for determining effeotive agents
or media for health teaching in Secondary Schools.
0. Necessity for Determining Factors Affecting Health Knowledge
Dissemination Among nigh School I trails*
Interest in health education has been widespread in
elementary education, but has hardly been touched in secondary
education. Apparently there is little recognition of its need
among high school administrators. However, there is a growing
recognition of its importance and health teaching is gradually
being introduced into high school progress,w o"3 } RjiTi rmm.-.its tfiaTT Tae '.eaehsr oT health is ell at ase ae
Because of the lack of intere.it in health teaching for the
high school in the past there has been little literature written
on the subject. For that reason the high school health teacher
4Is at a loss In regard to the material thet should be pre-
sented. It seems futile to extend the elementary school
health program into the high school. Picture the high school
teacher following the Health Outline established for the
1.
first six graces at Fargo, North Dakota, for example. Kow
much would be accomplished by the high school teacher urging
the pseudo-sophisticated student to drink milk, out vegetables,
go. to. ben early?- Li;n knowledge disse ion among high
Since it would be unwise to extend the elementary school
health program into the high school what source has the second-
ary school teacher for material? The average high school text
on hygiene is not satisfactory. Compare the stupidly repetitious
texts on hygiene designed for high school students with their
texts in cnemiatry, or v.orld history, or biology. The health
educator has apparently underestimated the mental ability of
the high school student,
surely there must be some standards, some authorities,
some accepted principles. The health education teacher must
search for the most valuable material in the scattered and
limited literature available. He must formulate his own
course,
and he must measure the value of his course.
The need of doing something about health education is
so
apparent, the experience in attempting it so limited in
content,
metiiod, and results that the teacher of health is all
at sea as
1. Health Education for Kindergarten and Grades I-7I,
Fargo
Public Schools, 1930,
to this needed phase of the general education program, Tie want
people who are finishing high school to go away with the knowl-
edge that will insure something of the ability to protect and
conserve this indispensable item of personal health. What
activity in school years and school environment, what studies,
what reading, what contacts, what methods v. ill insure possession
of the needed health knowledge? In other words what are the
factors affecting health knowledge dissemination among high
school pupils? It shall be the aim of this study to try to
determine some of the possible factors.
Because the course in health education for boys v.-as part
of the teaching load assigned to the writer when he began work
in the Litchfield High School in September, 1930, the question
txi! •H^. ttnl ***A a^ftaa * *a fjfti HZi tlf1 <? B&ftl B XSF 3i@22th J.TIS tTUC 1 1 C
of how to give effective instruction in health ut him on his
mettle to learn something about the factors that determine the
effectiveness of such instruction. There was at once the
question to be faced as to whether instruction in health should
be direct through a planned course or indirect through allied
courses. The answer lay in the results that might be obtained
by use of a definite course of instruction compared with those
from a school as nearly similar as possible, where no such
course is given and these in turn compared v<ith reaulta obtained
from a number of miscellaneous schools.
II. Review of Literature
6
Much literature has been published regarding health
teaching for elementary schools. Practically all studies in
regard to the field of health teaching iu ve been carried out
ia the first six or eight years of a child's school program.1 •
F«r instance, the "Report of the Joint Coi^tt«e% highly m
valued by tho elementary school teacher, is not helpful to
the high school teacher, "Health in High Schools", "Health
Trends in Secondary Education"", "An Analysis of Eduoation
Objectives and Outcomes ip the Field of Health Eduoation", the
Department of Superintendence Sixth Yearbook*. 'The Organization
and Administration of Health Education in the Secondary Schools
of the United States'', "A Scientific Basis for Health
Instruction
1. Health Education: A Program for Public Schools
and Teacher
Training Institutions. Report of the Joint Cortlttej
National Education Association, Washington, 0. C. , iv^o
2. Health in High Schools. N. tional Tuberculosis
Association,
1S3C
3. Health Trends in Secondary Eduction. American Child
Health
Association, 19£&&-ti flo Basis J*elth Instruction ia
4. m Analysis of Education Objectives and Outcomes in
the Field
of Ilea1th Eduo 1 1 on
5 Denfertment of Cunerintendence Sixth Yearbook, Wg?t JJ
1 -
Health aSd Physical Education in the Junior and
Senior High
School, nageo 457-4B6.
ofihe"Stea States. University of Oregon Public tion
Educational Series, Vol. 1, Wo. 2, 19£7
•
*«
In Public Schools", "Health Subject Matter in Natural Scienoes",
and "A Study of the Relationship Between Health Knowledge and
3.
Health Habits of High School Pupils", are the important health
studies that may be of aid to the second&ry school. However,
this literature merely furnished a helpful background* There
is no suggestion of attempt to demonstrate the most efficient
way to health instruction. If health is taught directly, the
teacher must organize his own course and determine for himself
such questions as: What are the objectives of health teaching
considered necessary by authorities? What constitutes a health
program? Should .health be t ught directly or indirectly, through
some scientific course, such be biology? Whnt is the way to
out pupils of the high school into possession of the necessary
knowledge? DCT»rt«e"t of the Interior, fasir t
Then too, there is a lack of tests and measurements for
health work that employ the principles of objectivity, relia-
bility, and validity. In relation to testing for health knowl-
edge there are only two good standardized tests - the "Gates-
1. Cairns, L. , A Scientific Basis for Health Instruction in
Public Schools, University of California Publications in
Education, Vol. 2, No. 5, 1929
2. Chanpelear, Claude S., Health Subject Matter in Natural
Science, No. 341, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1929
3. Beeman, Marjorie A., A Study of the Relationship Between
Health Knowledge and Health Habits of High School Pupils,
rfassaohusetts State College
81.
Strang Health Knowledge Test", and the "Pryor Health Knowledge
2.
Test". Health achievement has but few good tests; the best
In tu,* cvf lAa appartnt^iiuatL^n r-
two being the "Baldwin-Wood Tables"; on a weight-height-age
4.
basis, and the "National Achievement Standards". It would
seem then, that any intelligent effort at health teaching must
wait until further investigation has been made into the
question of where the teaching effort is likely to yield best
results in its application and how we can know the degree
of our success.
1. Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York City, 1925
2. Pryor Health iinowledge Test, Kansas State Teachers College,
1930
3. Baldwin-Wood Table. Department of the Interior, Washington,
D. C.
4. National Achievement standards, National Recreation Association,
315 Fourth Avenue, New York City
Is v
9III. Problem Stated
In view of tlie apparent situation regarding health
teaching in secondary schools, which is one of semi-darkness
and uncertainty, this study has been made in the effort to
answer the qiiestion: What are some of the factors affecting
health knowled e dissemination amrmg high school pupils? The
problem of answering this question must be approached with
the understanding that within the limits of this one study
there can be no positive determination of factors with positive,
dependable results. The results are indicative only. Much
longer and vader investigation will be needed before we can
say with decision: This is the agency to use in health teach-
ing; t is is the content to be taught J this the method that
.reives best returns.
The present study considers only r. few of the factors
affecting tbe teac ing of health. A careful study of all the
influences wo «ld Iceeo a group of health education students
busy for several years. There is, however, an attempt to
discover the proper content of a health course. The topics
considered are wholly tentative, subject to confirmation by
the discoveries of science. An estimate as to the importance
of health taught as a separate course is made by a comparison
of a group having a special health course with a group not
having this training. The study goes a step further and at-
tempts to show that possibly there is value in biology for
the
10
teaching of health. The subject of whether or not health
should be taught as a separate subject or indirectly through
some such course as biology must be further investigated and
this thesis must receive verifi cation by the results of
future experimentation.
11
IV. The Scope of This Thesis
A. The Presoat-Day Status of Health Education in Secondary
!oHooT3
In this investigation, the first step was an inquiry into
the present-day status of health education in secondary schools.
It must he realised that health education means more than
health instruction: health development, i. e. physical education
and health protection are included.* In order to give orooer
instruction in health, there is need for the realization of the
position of instruction in a well organized health program.
Hence, Unit 6. defines the acpepted status of health education
in secondary schools. This preparatory step furnishes us with
I l>ackground and paves the way for the dissertation.
B. The Objectives of Health Teaching Considered Necessary by
-^-
AutiroTil-ics Ama.-Utea into a Course presented at Litchfield
Hi-.r SohooT
The second step applies to that phase of a health program
known as health teaching. Chapter I deals with the
formulating
of a health course and the presentation of this course
in the
Litchfield High School. Materials used are found in
Appendix I.
C. RMulte in Teaching a Definite Course in Health
Compared with
tV.os,, fvs.:. u ,chcol .here No Health Course Was TaufiM?
The third step in this investigation is to determine
the
amount of health knowledge gained at Litchfield,
Connecticut,
High School, by a comparison of these health knowledge
test
1. Health Trends in Secondary Education, American
Child Health
Association, 1929
12
results in Litchfield with a control high school at Lenox,
Massachusetts. In addition to this comparison of two schools,
Chapter II shows the similarity between the two communities
in order to establish the fact that l^nox^Hl^-ilcnool
is a
control sohool.
D. Possible Contribution of Biolc-fiv in Teaching
Health
The final step in this thesis is to examine the
possible
contributions of biology in the study of health. In
this study,
five additional high schools are considered and
the health
knowledge scores of pupils taking biology are
compared with
those who do not take biology. This study is
compared^! th a
similar investigation in a health study made last
year.
l Reeman M^rjorie. A Study of the Relations. ip BetweenU HeSV^ofaed ;o nnd Health Habits of Kfetf School Pupil*
Massachusetts State College, 1931.
13
Vha forraulation gT health objectives is also Pif2e frcoa
V, Procedure
Before an of these topics may be considered, it must be
understood that tnls study is confined wholly to boys' dosses
and that it shall be the purpose of this thesis to limit its
discussion to this extent , without becoming entrammelled in
the question of the share taken by £irls in the subject under
discussion*
Without proceeding further, the writer shall define "health
knowledge" as "a reasonable understanding of the basic physio-
logical operation of the organs of the body, a reasonable under-
standing of the conditions leading to optimum civic sanitation,
plus a reasonable understanding of the exterior forces leading
to the demolition or the unbalancing of the ordinarily harmonic
bodily functions^. The expression 'health" in itself, shall
be construed throughout this thesis to mean "the harmonious
functioning of all bodily organs n . Health teachinr, shall be
defined as "the controlled dissemination of correct information
concerning personal health, civic sanitation, and disease
control".
.
Unit 6, which deals with the presentation of the status
of health education in secondary schools, is worked out from
literature already written upon the subject. In addition,
the consideration of that phase of health education known as
health development, and first aid service is pertly based upon
the writer* s rjersonnl experience.
14
The formulation of health objectives is also made from
recent literature. Authorities and textbooks were consulted.
Objectives are determined with the idea of using them ae
basis for teaming a health course. The teaching cf a health
course was the writer's conception of the best possible
method
to teach health. Authorities are cited.
The author adapted a test of eight questions from
the
famous Gates-Strong Health knowledge Test'to make
a comparison
of health knowledge gained in Litchfield and a
control school
where no health war, taught. This same test is
used to compare
the pupils in additional high schools who have
token biology
t\n& those who have not taken biology.
The Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test was the
only avail-
able health ..nowledge test with known objectivity at the
time
the .upils were tested in the Fail of 1930.
This fact was es-
tablished with the aid of the library service of
the American
Child Health Association. Since then, II. C Pryor of Kansas
State Teachers College has published two h«
alth knowledge tests.
The returns from the Gates-Strang Health
Knowledge Test may be
2.
1. Th. C^es-Strang Health ^^^.^i&.'tt.it,.
Bureau of .publications, leacners OUJ-lut'
1
'
»
New York City, 1925
fflgh "hoo?s! American Child Health
relation. 1931,
page 5.
15
taken as excellent eviue.-.ce of ^.o^eseion of health knowledge
since "Health Trends in Secondary Education" (mentioned in
review of literature), on -v ge 139, considers the test as the
only health knowledge test that "illustrates the essential
principle of objectivity of measurements".
those who wish to discover the he* 1th knowledge of in-
dividual pupils rarely use the complete series of
questions
included in the Oates-Strang Health knowledge Test. To
do so
would involve some repetition of subject matter. Also, the
complete series could not be finished in the length
of time
allotted to the average high school class neriod.
Various
educator* and polishers have adapted tests of from
sixty to
eighty questions. The eighty questions that
were used In this
study were the some eighty questions given to
the students of
New York high schools in mimeographed form during
the year
19*9, as pert of I series of character
and personality tests.
Le,
tit
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VI
.
The Present-Day status of Health Education
~ in oc c one. r?/ Schools
Ab was previously stated, the purpose of this thesis is
an attempt to answer the question: What are some of the factors
affecting health knowledge dissemination among high school
>upils? Before we begin the dissertation it would be wise to
consider health knowledge dissemination, i. e. health teach-
ing, in its proper perspective in relation to a health education
program. Health teaching is only one of the several factors
considered necessary on a successful, well-bal: need, and com-
plete health eched ile.
Present-day school health programs of important health
1. 2.
centers such as Newton, Massachusetts, and Berkeley, California,
recognize a three-fold division for any complete health schedule,
namely: health development, health protection, and health
teaching. Besides these three important tooics, this unit
considers two special problems in relation to sec >ndaxy school
health programs: mental hygiene and the health of the teacher.
A. Health Development In Secondary Schools
Health development ia the basis fcr the American school
physical education program. e must acquire highly resistant
1. A School Health Study of Newton, Massachusetts, Monography
No. 5, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
2. Health Trends in Secondary Education, American Child Health
Association, page 2
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nervous ayttens adequate for our civilization. To this end
highly organized urograms of physical education neve bean
lanned - nil tending toward the developrnent of health with
inclde ital tendencies toward mental training, character
building, and physical coordination.
Eaeh well organized secondary sohool Physical education
program aima to be a benefit to all rather than to a limited
few. ''If the physical educe ti on teachers are interested in
all around physical develoonent of the students instead of
developing winning teams, thev o«n do a rreat deal toward
i.
living Adequate health ideals". A sufficiently varied program
should be given so that every sudent may engage daily in
:ome form of supervised exercise without harmful results. The
general outline of such a course wo Id follow some such program
as:
Fall Term: Volley ball, field ball, captain ball, and
speed ball, with tournament in each; Wadena
Winter Terms Marching, setting un oxrrcises, apparatus,
group games, and basketball
f
Spring Terms Baseball, long base, track and field events,
and a field day
The present tendency in high school physical education
departments is to make use of squad leaders - who direct the
activities of the elnss according to a previous pirn devised
1. Health in High Schools, National Tuberculosis Association,
1930, puge 39.
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by the teacher. Aside from the fact that this plan relieves
the teachor of a considerable burden, it has the advantage of
developing leadership, confidence, and initiative in the
jquad leaders, intelligence tests,
B. Health rotcctl on in Secondary .'chools
Health protection, as it is understood today, involves
hygienic building, health examinations, follow-up service,
building sanitation, coMauniccble disease control, accident
prevention, first aid service end hygienic school conditions.
One of the most pertinent features of modern health
protection is the problem of hyglenie building. The heating,
lighting, and ventilation; the toilet and drinking faoilitiesj
^rade QOhool Alfa* vQJtfla hp ve bftaft fi^irnf fca h& ±h& i
*
the proper classroom seating conditions; all these enter into
a consideration of tho question of hygienic appointments of
the school building.
Health examinations in which records are kept and checked
with previous test 3 have proved of inestimable value in modern
teaching. Biennial exr.ssinr.ti one are now advodnted in many -
states to establish such checks, A recent innovation in
;: riean towns where her. lth examinations disclose danger of
tuberculosis In pupils is to follow up oxa-iinations by free
treatment, free milk, "nd k determined effort to check the
disease development.
Health records facilitate the use of health examin*tioae
for follow-up work. The purpose of record? is to give a
19
living, growing picture of the whole child, physically, mentally,
emotionally, and socially. There is need, therefore, of periodic
health exomin: 1 tions , mental examinations, intelligence tests,
physical f.nd mental ability tests, determiners of vocational
fitness, character indicators, and tests of social nd osycho-
thi+ou£h ciji'fcj&i*5SO©^ die^f which ordinarily preTw»A» wne^e t «<b»»logical development.
The oroblem of preventing the spread of communionble
disease in secondary schools is one which every community faces.
It hcs been found that not as much time need be spent upon it
in high school as in the lower grades since communicable
diseases are not as prevent at the high school as at the
tfttf 'ftihtuirtijibl e»li ?;dbasi : »ite4v1M|: '••iateia ' that the, Inias of
grade school age« Colds have been found to be the largest
single factor in the spread of eommuniosble diseases and
modern educators ->re marshalling their forces to prevent spread
of disease through colds by sending home pupils found to
have colds.
As a means of guaranteeing first aid service, "first aid
cabinets" are maintained in almost every school. Iodine,
liquid soap, arorostie spirits of ammoni , unguentine, sterile
gausse, white 'adhesive tape, a clinical thermometer, eye cup,
boric acid, sweet oil, oil of cloves, sodium bicarbonate,
elastic bandages, absorbent cotton, scissors, safety pins,
tr3 <, n r-n} "i* hand a'**? - these are to be found amcri? the contents
1, * Sehft&i Steel SB' Study ej^^ftoa, Mease eJiu*ett«, Monogrmpn
of every well eqt.iii.ned "first aid cabinet".
Two principal factors enter into the establishment of
hygienic school conditions. The first is the stress whioh is
20
now being laid upon shower baths following participation in
ethietic drills or games. Home economic departments are more
and more emphasizing the importance of a second principal
factor, Planning hot lunches for oupils, with a view to
arranging balanced diets and preventing undernourishment
through unbalanced diet which ordinarily prevails where there
is no supervision of luncheon.
C. Health Teaching in secondary Schools
Health teaohing resolves itself into the inculcation of
health habits and attitudes and the rendering of information
regarding sanitation, nutrition, physiology, personal hygiene,
and mental hygiene. Care should be taken that the gaining of
information does not take the place of the living-experience
of the pupils and does not become the main objective. The
sound pedagogical idea of "practice - information - more
practice"* is, and must be, the procedure. The courses of
study are so planned as to be the natural outgrowth of the
health experiences of the teacher end pupils in the school-
room.
The teaching of health In the public schools and particu-
larly in the high school is gradually assuming a position
which
Is really In proportion to Its Importance, with the
thrusting
1. k School Health Study of Newton, Massachusetts, Monograph
No. 5, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, page 29.^ g
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aside of the veil which during the middle nineteenth century
kept all personal knowledge in obscurity so far as the average
school student was concerned, there is coming a deepening
recognition of the oart which adequate health knowledge can
Play in individual and group development.
The teaching of sanitation; the acquainting of the pupil
with the most modern theories concerning the necessities of
civic cleanliness; the teaching of nutrition, thus enabling
the puoil to control his own diet as to give him a satis-
factory regimen, and, conversely, to acquaint him with the
danger of modern fads, "reducing", eighteen-day diets",
"tomato diets", and so on; the teaching of Physiology, thus
giving the pupil an intimate knowledge of the processes which
keen his own body in existence, and thus deepening his personal
knowledge of his own strengths and weaknesses; the teaching of
personal hygiene, and in this way fostering the youth's care
of his body; and the teaching of mental hygiene, giving the
youth a firm basis for future happiness: all these form
lesser divisions of the great main problem of teaching health.
P., Special Problems in Health Education in Secondary Sohools
Two other topics of unquestioned importance occupy a place
of prominence in any disoussion of secondary health education.
These are mental hygiene, particularly in reference to adol-
escents, and teachers » health.
The creation of mental health among adolescents requires
22
the fullest application of the educational essentials which
are called by Dr. W. D. Burnham, "the imperatives" of adol-
escent training. These are: (1) self-discovery - the
introduction of varied subject matter and many activities
into the high school program gives opportunity for the adol-
escents to get a valuable insight into their recently acquired
powers; (2) integration of personality - every individual
should have some all-absorbing task; (3) doing of worthwhile
tasks; (4) successful accomplishment - achievement gives the
stimulus which is essential to the development of all indi-
viduals; (5) development of social virtues; and (6) social
success.
"Mental hygiene" says Dr. Mary W. McConaughy of Mount
Holyoke College, lecturing at the Jones Library in Amherst,
Massachusetts, December 10, 1929, "is the finding of happiness,
not in the commonest things but in the deepest of things; learn-
ing to understand our fellow men st their best and at their
worst; understanding by contrasting; climbing steadily toward
a certain goal". It is this fact which must be deeply im-
printed upon the mind of the adolescent while he is still
plastic, can still be shaped to the mold. To each boy one
might say: "Ye are green wood, see that ye warp not". Through
this process the inhibitions which, in this modern machine age, so
1. Terman, Lewis M. The Hygiene of the School Child, 1914,
page 15
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often stunt, twist and deform the most perfect personalities,
will become, what they rightly are, of negligible importance.
The teacher's health is of great im-ortfinoe in health
eduontion. If the teacher is an exponent of good health the
ou, ila will tend to imitate him, for impressionable youth is
more likely to respond to the practices of the teacher than
to his preoe.-ts. Some of the things that communities are
trying to do for the teacher' a health are: (1) the estab-
lishment of rest places in school; (2) providing facilities for
recreation; (5) finding adequate living quarters; and (4)
giving selective ohysical examinations.
J. liart discovered that eighty-eight per cent of the
teachers' abs- nces vero caused by twenty-one per cent of the
teachers, end that forty per cent of the absences were caused
by three per cent of the teachers, through sickness. Consider-
ing this, the placing of health exaniinu tions for teachers as
first among the requirements for teachers' health by the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Monograph No. 4, becomes
additionally significant.
These items, of health development, health protection,
and health teaching, together with speosil problems of mental
1. An Investigation of the Sickness Data of Public Elementary
School Teachers in London, 1904-1919. Journal of the Royal
Statistical Societv, Vol. 85, parts, May 1922, pages 349-92
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hygiene and the teachers' health, indicate
outstanding divisions
of the present-day position of health
education as flescrihed
in well formulated specific programs
not in operation in the
secondary schools of many important centers.
Let us now turn
to consideration of a health course as
proposed for the high
school at Litchfield, Connecticut,
25
cha:tkr i
ThE FORMULATION M-jp PliEtLIffATlUN OF A iOSALTU C0UH6E
AT LlTCiirljXD il?GK GCIfO' I,
In organizing and putting into operation the 1930-1931
health course for Litchfield High School, the writer gave
attention first to the formulation of health elms. After this
basic task bad beer, completed the actual course was carefully-
built around these objectives, with due thought to the c.odern
principle of education, that learning should start from the
interest of the pupil rather than from that of the teacher.
This theory of interest is applicable to the present s tudy, for
it inorease* the amount of knowledge obtained, and the purpose
of the direct course in health ie to give health toio*ledge.
The following chapter measure? the amount of health knowledge
obtained in the direct course and onecks the results with a
control school.
1. The fomulatlon of Health Objectives
Litchfield Hj£h School lead the author to an investigetion of
health objectives in the State of Connecticut, A careful
examination reveals studies of objectives in the field of
physical education but none in the field of health. The Connec-
1. Mossman, Lois C. Changing Conceptions Relative to the Planning
of Lessone, Teachers College, Columbia University Contribution
to Education, No. 147, 19136
1.
The formulation of a one-credit course health at
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ticut State Manual of Physical Education in its tre- tment of
health education only quotes from Chapter 399, ublic Acts of
1921. This act merely states that health should be taught.
The course would include "instruction in personal and community
health and safety".
1.
A perusal of Charters* ''Curriculum Construction" shows no
study of health education. Bobbitt, in his list of specific
2# (4) tt.'seuoe of iae.
objectives, assigns thirty-nine objectives to the field of
"physical development and maintenance". Bode, however,
3.
criticises these objectives as 'subjective and confusing".
The Chicago Schools Journal for October, 1925, is devoted
to problems of teaching health, Pcge 165 is devoted to a
"health program". It includes: (1) knowledge of the human
body; (2) physical examination of each child; (5) follow-up
on defects; (4) knowledge of sanitation principles j (C) ability
to ooerate heating plants and plumbing fixtures; (6) civic
aspects of knowledge of nutrition, rest, and energy; (9)
mental hygiene; and (101 some sex hygiene.
The Detroit Course of study in Health Instruction gives
the aims of health education as follows: (1) the control of
physical ability; (J8j the control of growth; (3) the control
1. Charters, W. W. , Curriculum Construction, 1923
2, Bobbitt, Franklin, How to Make a Curriculum, 1924
5. Twenty-Sixth Yearbook, 1917, N. S. S. E.
,
part I, page 460
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of illness; (4) the control of accidents; (5) the control of
defeots; and (6) the control of energy a ad vitality*
The Pennsylvania 3tate Course of Study in School Health
states the following goals of health instruction: (1) habits
and standards; (2) :cn Pledge, facts regarding cleanliness,
etc.; (3) better living through ideals of health, beauty,
and service; ••rid (4) a sense of individual responsibility
and standard? of health for the community.
In the formulation of objectives it waa realized that
objective? should aim at the control of the health of individuals
and exclude *v;terial of minor importance. It was also realized
that he 1th is id.-- ny sid»d and that each control deserved separate
statements, /aid, finally, it was realised that each control
was not distinct, but inter-related %ith ether controls. hus
the following objectives were set up: (I) the control of
personal hygiene; (») the control of c.vic sanitation; (?) the
control of the physiological systems of the body; (1) the con-
trol of disease; (b) the control of accidents; and (6) the
control of first aid treatment.
i
The above classification is by no means perfect. But it
does attempt to include the standards set up by authorities in
the field of health education. Also, it does not vary in
essentials from material included in the textbooks mentioned
in the bibliography of this thesis. After the objectives were
formulated in the fall of 1930 the next step was to present a
one hour a week course to all of the boys in the high school.
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2, The ^reeentfrtion of the health Course
The health eourse {riven to the b^ys of Litchfield Eigh
School during the year 1950-1931 was a natural outgrowth of
the desires of the p pile rather than a formal outline devised
at the beginning of the year by the instructor.
The author believrs in the modern principle of education
thnt lesmint? should start from the inte-est of the pupil rather
tlrn from that of the teacher, ^.c'- lesson is planned from
questions asked by the pupils. Hence, the les on- running is
not formal and it should not be.
"It is evident that lesson-plonnin?, based uoon formal
stsos of instruction is n t suitable to the needs of today.
There is a penero 1 dissatisfaction with the atto;.-iot to mold
lessons according to these fomal steps and at the same time
conduct the clas3 wor1-: according to modern princi les of educa-
1.
tion".
During the entire course, the health controls formulated
in ^art I of thif ohr.pter were borne in mind by the instructor.
Sped 1 attention Wfl* given to questions pertaining to the
objectives. It is interesting to note, however, that these
questions Blaost invariebly dealt with the objectives.
l.-Mossman, Lois, Chen.-,lug Cdnoe.,tions Ueletlve to the Planning
of Lessons, Teachers College, Columbia University Contribution
to Educ^tioi, No. 147, 1986
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In addition to a discussion of questions asked and the
assignment of text book reference material upon these questions,
such stimulating teaching devices as motion Pictures, dramatics,
and laboratory irork were employed for the dissemlnntlon of
health Knowledge.
Appendix I Tive3 a detailed outline of the lesson unit of
the health course as presented at Litchfield Hlftfa School,
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OH ' P II
A c- ..- ^; :* Prefer xi:^:;tt... i;ia: lci'ool
AMD LIT^TFI-LD, oimc ICIT MOK SCHOOL
The health nowledge results of teaching a definite
course rt the Litchfield, Connecticut, High Cehool fire compared
with fx control $< hool where no hr alth was taught. The control
school is Lenox, 'Tssrach^Rettc, III :h School.
In the comparison of these t?c I igh schools the author
will Bhon l) that both schools h-vc- • si;»il~r background in
record to the status of health educrtion in the state; (2)
that Lenox really was ? control school; (3) I iir t the author
war unbiased in the present' tion of the ? ursc; (4) the re-
sults of the tests iven to both schools.
1» The gig i 1' rlty between Magi achusetts end Connecticut
"*
regt rdinr health education.
It was quite natural that the writer should consider both
« ivlassachusetts and a Connecticut high school. :<!assachus<: tts
is his hoiae st-ute, and the '.fesr o.usctts ctate College is the
recipient of t hit thesis; Connecticut is the state vhere he is
carryin out thii study, i nd where he toacles. Besides these
obvious reas ttl for selecting a Massachusetts high school and
a Connecticut nigh sc ool, there is ) more b/>sic reason - both
states are sinil r in respect to their lawn requiring the
teaching of health.
tfor the urooae of deu nstrating the si..lilwrity between
x^assachusetts aud Connecticut regarding heulth education, the
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1 Alabama Xa X X X X
2 Arizona X
3 Arkansas IT X
4 California X X X X X
.
5 Colore:do X
6 Connecticut X X X X X
7 Delaware X X
A T?lor1fla X X X X X
9 Georgia X X
10 Idaho u X
11 Illinois x X
12 Indiana X X
13 Iowa X X X
14 Kansas u X
v* Kentucky X X X X X
16 Louisiana R X X
17 Mains X x
.18 Maryland X X X
1Q Massachusetts X X A A
20 Michigan X X X X
21 Minnesota X X X X
22 Mississippi No
23 Missouri X X X X X
24 Montana u X
25 Nebraska X
2fi Nevada I X
27 Nftw Hampshire
—
y— x
?.R Wftw Jersey X X X X X
Compulsory
Health
and
Physical
Education
Laws.
State
Director.
Comprehensive
Health
Education
Program.
Indefinite
Program.
Physical
Education
the
Basis
for
Progress.
Little
Health
Education
Attempted.
No
Health
Education
Program.
Physical
Education
or
Combined
Manual
Issued.
Special
Health
Bulletins.
29 New Mexico H X
30 New York X X x X Xh
31 North Carol ina X T jr
32 North Dakota X X X
33 Ohio X X
34 Oklahoma X
35 Oregon X X X
36 Pennsylvania Pi X x X X
37 Rhode Island 2 X x
38 South Carolina X X
39 South Dakota X
. 40. Tpnnfissfifi r X
41 Texas X Xc
42 Utah
—R X X
43 Vermont R X
44 Virginia X X x X X
4-fS Washington X X
. 46 West Virginia R X X X
47 Wisconsin X X X X
48 Wyoming X X
Total 16 20 11 8 5 . 6 23 12
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.
Key to Study auad ia raiaya x
X
-
This feature in effect U - Strongly urged by State
Department of Education
No - Law aot in operation u - For junior high schools
only
:p. - Law optional for high schools b - For elementary schools
only
R
- Regulation by State Department c - Bulletins on home nursing
of Education
In the above study there are four factors that are un-
desirable features in the str te health urogram. These factors
ar : (1) Indefinite Program; (2) Physical Education the Basis
for Program; (3) Little health Education Attempted; (4) No
Health Education Program. Neither Connecticut nor Massachusetts
nre checked for any of these undesirable points. A state with
an Indefinite progran in health shows th t there is no fixed
responsibility for health work. The teacher has no g^ide posts
for directing health education. The result may be that either
no or inefficient health wor\ is carried out. 'Then physical
education la the basir. for the health program, health teaching
is aot to be neglected. And when the state atte .pts little or
no health wori^ the schools tend to follow suit and spend their
time emphasizing the phases of education that are well planned
out by the Otate Department of Education.
There are five desirable features, namely: (1) Compulsory
Health and hysieal Education laws; (2) State Lirector; (3)
Comprehensive Health education Program j (4; Physical Eduo°tion
or combined Manuel Issued; (5) Special Health Bulletins. When
laws ore definite in regard to health or physical education,
5Jesuit; £ re *ore likely iu b« obtained in i-egard to the advance
or ttt,-;, eubjects.ttan k:,,„: tfcore sre no definite state law*
Di*»*tor6 are v luebie in or^aazing hetith work* Cc*pr*lwn-
^ive.^ro^ofc serve as guides to tescha* And ainaali further
aid teachers, especially Men they furnish instructions, ti of
Health bulletins also serve as aids to busy teacher- who save
b^lth as une of the serosal subjects on a heavy teaching
schedule. Connecticut has all five of the desirable points.
Massachusetts h s all of the deeiwble points, exee,t the
picial health Bulletins, cnly eleven other states show a
record equally as good.
From the above analysis, it U evident that both Masarchu-
setts ana Connecticut ran* highly in health education for ?ec-
ondary schools, Tor Connecticut x a excelled by no state, and
•^ssueausetts, in one point, is excelled by only six states.
However, on exagdna fci on into the laws at both states and an
interpretation of these laws show that there is much VMM for
improvement. Lows rog rdin^ the torching of health are vague
and the interpretation of those laws show their wetnesses.
In the liassaohusetts Ctate Lav;, Chapter 7x, General Laws,
Section I, there is the following aWtotaent: "In connection
with physiology and hygiene, instruction as to the effects of
alctfcolie drinks end narcotics on the human system, «nd as to
tuberculosis and its T^ravention, shall be piven to all mpils
in all schoola lender rmblic control'.
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Doctor Moore, Massachusetts State Pediatrician, olaims
that this law applies to high schools, but that there is no
way of enforcing the law. The state has to depend upon
gradual education to impress upon school oonaaittees the im-
'»<Bnoy H3&h Seiia-ol wara && %htt aasis stete of readtnftg* aa t' os&
portance of health work.
of Li tefcfi«!4 High Sohool to nef'ul.-a 1**2 ti -<ioala4i?e s/*
In the Connecticut State Law, Chapter 399, Public Acts of
1921, Section I, there is the following statement: "There
shall be established and made a part of the course of instruc-
ts ua*l«a«« It <juit« natural that the first ste^ \n coa*
tion in the public schools of this state a course in he r 1th
instruction and physical education".
the two groups* Tsoie 1 t&htjHr the reeords Jftfce by two.
Doctor Prohaska, Connecticut State Health and Physical
Eduoation Director, claims that there is nothing to "prevent"
the teaching of health in the high school if it seem to be
'
advisable.
BMM "fcy tha, a«th*9r at the &nm& time la Litohfiel&,
The author wrote to both Doctor Moore and Doctor Prohaska
for an interpretation of the state laws in regard to the teach-
ing of health in the high school. These letters and their
answers may be found in Appendix II.
From the above investigation it seems olain that whether
or not a secondary school, in either Massachusetts or Connec-
ticut, teaches health de-ends unon the administrative authoriti
It was merely a nrtter of chance that the writer took a
Connecticut high school that taught health, for his ex -eriaent »
and a Massachusetts high school that did not teach health, for
a control school The reverse might just as well have happened,
for many Massachusetts high schools teach health and many Conn-
eotieut high schools do not* '
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2. Lenox a Control School
It is necessary at this point to show that Lenox High
School was a control school, i, that the students of the
Lenox High School were in the same state of readiness as those
of the Litchfield High School to acquire health knowledge.
If there was a great d«al of difference between the
mental abilities of these two groups, the entire study would
be useless. It was quite natural that the first step in com-
paring the two sohools was to determine the mental ability of
the two groups. Table 1 shows the records made by the two
sohools on the well-known Terman Group Test of Mental Ability,
Form A. This test was given in the Pall of 1950 by Mr.
Carroll, Athletic Director of Lenox High School in Lenox,
and by the author at the seme time in Litchfield.
TABLE 1
Record Made by Both Lenox and Litchfield Tli^h
in the Terman Test.
Litchfield High School—A Lenox High School—
B
: Upper
: uartile
: Lower
; Median : O.uartile
. : number
: Examined
Freshmen
B
7 7
: A B : A £
: Iff ft ; S 5
: A B
20" S3*
Sophomores 6 6 ! 8 8 ': 3 4 j 17 18
Juniors 2 6 3 6
' 1 2 6 14
Seniors 7 3 9' 4 1 3 16 10
Totals 22 22 29 29 : 8 14 59 65
Percent 37 34
;
49 44 ; 14 22 : 100 100
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Table 1 was mad© out on the grade norms of the Terraan
Group Test of Mental Ability, These norms are based on over
forty thousand scores. Litchfield High Sohool plaoed thirty-
seven percent in the upper quartile compered with thirty-four
percent in the upper quart lie by Lenox High. There were forty-
nine percent in the median group for Litchfield and forty-four
percent in this group for Lenox. Litchfield had fourteen per-
cent in the lower quartile while Lenox placed twenty-two percent
in this lower group. The quartile classification was used be-
cause it was the basis for analysis suggested in the teachers'
directions for giving the test. Since this classification is
stand- rd it is sufficient in the present comparison of two
grouos. Apparently both schools are normal to slightly above
average in intelligence. Hence, in these schools the boys
had about the stone opportunity, in resect to intelligence, for
acquiring health knowledge.
In order to make the comparison more definitely on the
basis of equality, an investigation wes made of home conditions
of the pupils in order to ascertain something of the background
of their parents and learn whether or not the boys in either
group received any information regarding health from classes and
organizations besides regular olassroom work in health. These
fact* were ascertained by the preliminary questions asked on
the Health Knowledge Test (see Appendix 3). The answers to these
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questions Y9¥t? tabulated, m wfclle
The logloel questions to as:, regarding the background of
the parents were whether or not they were foreign born, and the
education and occupation of the fathers. Table 2 refers to the
nativity of parents of the boys in Litchfield and Lenox Eigh
Solieol8»
,
,
.
-n** ^To;ipn ay© about the sajw in this
There is no attempt made to establish for a faot that
nativity of parents affeots the he 1th knowledge of the pupils.
Table 2 is shown in order to establish this point of similarity
in background so that the nativity of parents could not be
brought up later es evidence that Lenox wes not a control school.
TABLE 2
Nativity of Parents of Pupils in Both Lenox and
Litchfield llirch School.
Litchfield Kl t~h ochool--A Lenox High Sehool~B
Number Percent
Neither foreign born
•
1
•
A
38"
B
|
•
A B
64 60
Both parents foreign born
:
- U 19 23
Father, only, foreign born
*
•
: 8 8 14 12
Mother, only, foreign born
•
2 3 3 5
Total
•
* 59 65 • 100 100
•v
There are sixty-four percent of the boys in Litchfield
High School are sixty percent of the boys in Lenox High School
who have native-born fathers and mothers. Litchfield had
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nineteen percent of boys with both na rents foreign born, while
Lenox had twenty-three percent. Litchfield has fourteen percent
of boys with fathers only, foreign bom, while Lenox has twelve
percent in this group. There are three percent of the mothers
only, foreign born in Litchfield, and five percent in Lenox.
Thus it will be seen that both groups are about the same in this
respect, Litchfield having but a slightly higher percentage
of native-born parents than Lenox.
Table 3 shows the education of fathers of the boys in
both groups..
.0-:\:- ' r TABLE 3 _ i J _ £
Education of leather
Litchfield High School and Lenox High School
T.4t^fiAifl Hi^h School- -A Lenox High School—
B
A Numbern i ^ercentB
flommon 7n »->
Hi«h School 11 IS : 12 19
Ml. '£]t i h ±£2L.
• P, 1-L., a . -x-2
On! 1 rvn TTn1 vftrsitv at Of : Fi 3 :., fi 5
1 9 11-f lf> 16
T t a 1 : fi?3 65.
: mr> ioo
Both Litchfield and Lenox boys' fathers have fifty-eight
percent in the group with only a common school education.
Nine-
teen percent of the fathers in both groups have a high
school
educe tion. Eight percent of the Litchfield fathers end
seven
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percent of the Lenox fathers attended Institutions of higher
learning. There are no statistics given for fifteen peroent of
the Litchfield group and sixteen percent of the Lenox croup.
Thus one may readily see that there is an almost perfect Agree-
ment in regard to the extent of edueation of fathers.
TABLE 4
Father 1 s Occupation
Litchfield High Sohool and Lenox High School
Litchfield Hiflh Sohool—
A
Lenox High Sohool—
B
: Number Percent
A 1 A B
Professional : 4 * s 7 5
Agriculture : 15 9 : 25 14
Business :19 10 : 32 29
Laborer :15 19 25 29
Deceased 1 5 2 8
No statistics w 10 9 155
Total 59 65 1 100 100
There are seven percent of the Litchfield fathers engnred
in orofessional work, while five percent of the Lenox fathers
are thus engaged. Twenty-five percent of the Litchfield fathers
devote their time to agriculture while fourteen percent in Lenox
are so engaged. Thirty-two percent of the Litchfield fathers
are engaged in business, compared with twenty-nine thus engaged
to nativity of pertait*. wad. tfe* •du^ition »nft -.potions, or
in Lenox. In Litchfield, twenty-five percent of the fathers are
engaged as laborers, while Lenox has twenty
-
aine percent so
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employed. Of the Litchfield f thers there are eleven percent
deceased or with no statistics, as against twenty-three percent
for this group in Lenox. Although there is not quite the same
agreement in the field of fathers 1 occupations as in the other
comix; risons, there is sufficient 'kreement in them to indicate
the similarity of background of both groups of boys.
Other questions (see Appendix 3) showed a sitailerity between
the two towns. Two Litchfield and three Lenox students were
foreign born. The number of students in both communities who
had received health information from such organizations as the
Community Nurse, Boy Scount Organization, dental clinics, et
cetera, was. almost negligible.
In regard to the question as to whether or not health had
been studied as s separate course, it should be noted that all
Lenox boys had received a Junior high school course in health.
There is one question, however, that showed a widespread differ-
ence between the two groups. No biology is taught in the Lenox
High School. On the other hand, Litchfield High School has a
biology course that includes health instruction.
We conclude then, that Lenox High School was a control
school. Both Lenox and Litchfield High School pupils. are
normal
to slightly above average in intelligence. Furthermore,
the
students of both schools have a similar background in
respect
to nativity of parents, and the education and occupations
of
fathers. Therefore, the students of both schools
appeared to
be in the same state of readines to receive health
knowledge.
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Health knowledge was given directly to the Litchfield boys,
while no health course wns given to the control school at ^enox.
During the school year, however, some of the Litc3xfield boys had
a course in biology that included health instruction.
The fact thst Litchfield High School had a course in biology
and Lenox High School has not a oourse in biology has an important
bearing upon this study. Biology is an indirect method of
teaching health and many consider indirect health knowledge
dissemination of more value than direct teaching. Up to this
time, however, the question has not been investigated.
The writer, in teaching biology at Litchfield High School,
spent one third of the time devoted to this oourse upon health
instruction, with H«lf of such time devoted to laboratory work.
Nineteen of the boys took the course; their average improvement
in the health knowledge test was 8 questions right.
The re-
maining forty boys showed an average improvement of 3
questions
right*
Immediately the question arises: Is not health taught
through the scientific means of biology with laboratory
work
more apt to produce lasting health knowledge,
than health taught
as a separate study? This question is considered
in the next
chapter to this thesis.
The knowledge gained by Litchfield,
Connecticut, High School
students in the course outlined in Appendix 1
was checked in the
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following m&nner: On September 10, 1930, a test adapted by the
writer from the Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test » the only
recognized objective health Knowlgd-e test - was given to all
of the pupils in Litchfield High School. On the same date this
test was also iiveu to pupils of Lenox, Massachusetts, High
School, In order to find out how much vjiowledge had been gained
during the ye^r, the aaae test was given to both schools on May
6, 1951. The test appears in Appendix 3. The object of giving
this test was to note how much health Knowledge might naturally
be absorbed without any special course in health.
There are three possible points of challenge that one may
bring up in regard to the fact that the author taught his own
course. In the first place, one might say that the health course
given b ' the writer pointed toward the health test. In the
second place, one might say that the objectives of the course
were influenced by the test. And in the third pi ce, one
might
srv that the tonics under the objectives were based upon the test.
First, the health oourse did not point toward the test.
The writer did not look at the test questions during
the entire
period of the course to insure that an unbiased
presentation of
health knowledge might be given for experlemntal
purposes.
Second, the objectives of the oourse were not influenced
in any way by the test. The objectives of the course,
as was
stated before, were b see upon authorities in the
field of health
education (see Chapter I, pert i).
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Third, the topics under the objectives were not b sed uoon
the test. Each individual tor.ic was suggested by the upils
through their individual questions. (See Chapter I, p^rt II,
and Appendix I). The test, definitely objective, naturally
oovered the material given in the course, but the course did
not couch for the test.
The writer acted unblasedly in presenting health information
and guldfmoe. It seems f. Ir to moke this conclusion since,
first, the health course given by the writer did not point toward
the health test; second, the objectives of the course were not
influenced in any way by the test; and third, the tooics under
the objectives were not based unon the test.
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4. Res - 'Its of Health Knowledge Test.
The -results of the health knowledge test for both Litchfield
and Lenox high schools are iven in Treble 5.
The test Given w I the eighty questions adopted from the
Ca'jes-Stmng Health Knowledge Test. (See Appendix III), This
same test *»ae giv/sn to both groups at both times. Z-^^B
Table 5 s'ows, for each individual boy who answered the
eighty questions on the Health Knowledge Test given in Appendix
3, the number of questions marked wrong on September 10, 1930,
the number marked wrong on May 0, 1931, and the improvement or
the drop in number -jf questions marked correct of the former
date over the latter date. St tistios are shown for both the
Litchfield group and the Lenox group* Fifty-three of the Litch-
field boys out of fifty-nine boys show an improvement in scores
for May over the previous September. Only twenty-eight of the
Lenox boys out of the sixty-five show on improvement for May
over the previous September. The ayeyege improvement for Litch-
field High School during the school year was t4.»2 per individual,
while Lenox High School showed o drop of - 1,30 per individual.
The total improvement of questions marked right for the May ^3
examination over the September ex mixtion w?s +366 for Litch-
field, while Lenox took a drop to - 04.
Since the Health Knowledge Test (see Appendix 3) was
adapted from one accepted as objective by educ tors, unquestion-
ably, the bovs in Litchfield had a greater he- 1th knowledge than
the boys in Lenox, Thi indicates that possibly health knowledge
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TABLE 5
Lltcurield Ultth ochool Lenox lil^h oohool
Number
Wrong
Sod 10 »30
Number : Improve
Wrong : me n t
May 6 '31:
Number
1*080
Jay 10 »30j
Number Improve-
i e n t
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Litchfield High. Cont'd. Lenoz High. Cont'd.
Number :
Wrong i
..ep 10 '30; May 6 '3l!
Improve-:
m e n t • i
Number : Number :
Wrong i Wrong i
Jep 10 '30: May 6
Improve—
m e n t.
fl 1 19 I + 4 4fl 28 4- 12
17 t I 33 + 8
19 * W t _ 32 : -6
24 : t 80 ! +4 la 33 : -5
SO 15 t 3Q
IS to 17 20 -3
go 11 + 9 M 18 -2
I 1.7 .. .
, f | M 84 -10
2,7 17 tlQ 1* + 7
36 ,
.
:
, u tl . . *4 t °3
13 + 9 i
Ii7r-
26 r.3 30 + 8
is 13 1 f 2 «@ i
rr a
32 i »l
.
32 31 41
so
_
- ,1a : +12 29 1 + a
27
,
.
1« : ft 28 32
•7 16 ; + a h-T- ft^U : +1
.. 15 l + 11 .
,
30 28 f 2
2S
.
.
..... 15 + 7 23 31
... IS 17 + 1 23 as -f-
1
34
2? : -1
'
. +266
20 gl -1
1234 : 968
16 1 8? -11
'
21 -4
1
,
33 37 :
-4'"
1709 1793 -84
Number of cases - 65
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may be disseminated to advantage by * special course in health.
In section 2 # of this chapter, v;e nave suggested that
health Knowledge may also be obtained from an indirect teach-
ing of health through c curse in biology'. The n^xt
chapter
will consider this possibility.
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CHAPTER III
VALUE off BIOLOGY IN TEACHING HEALTH
Much criticism has been made regarding health taught as
a separate subject. Many think that health could best be
taught through some such high school subject as biology. Here
health could be taught scientifically with a laboratory back-
ground. Health topics are recommended in the study of biology
1.
by the National Society for the Study of Education. The book
2«
"Health in High Schools" by the National Tuberculosis Assoc-
iation, 2nd edition, in reference to health courses in the high
school, says: "Their puerility is only rivalled by that of
some of the sex education and character education propaganda".
This puerility is not inherent in the subject matter. The
science of oaring for the human body is complex enough to call
for the best efforts of mature minds.
Chapter II showed, among other things, that the boys in
Litchfield High School appeared to obtain more health knowledge
from biology than from a special course in health. Chapter III
further investigates this tendency of biology to be valuable in
the teaohing of health.
The health knowledge test referred to in Appendix 3, was given
to five additional high schools of a .proximately the MM size,
1. Thirty-first Yearbook, Part I, (1932) N. S» S. X. Program for
Teaching Science, Page 221-242
2. Health in High Schools, National Tuberculosis Association (1930)
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character, and make up as that of Litchfield High School and
Lenox High School. These schools were: Thomaston High School,
Thomaston, Connecticut; Simsbury High School, Simsbury, Conn-
ecticut; Woodbury High School, Woodbury, Connecticut: Bloom-
field High School, Bloomfield, Connecticut; and Lee High
School, Lee, Massachusetts. The purpose of the test was to
compare the health knowledge of the pupils who were taking
biology or who had taken biology with the health knowledge of
the pupils who had not taken biology. There were four hundred
and forty pupils considered in this cose study.
Tables 6, 7 and 8 show that there was little difference
between the Litchfield and Lenox group and the special group of
five high schools considered in this study. The reason for in-
eluding thesf 1 tables for the nurpose of comparison was explained
in Chapter II.
TABLE 4- .. ; ,iMi"fJf
,
Nativity of Parents. (Special Group)
Neither narent foreign born
; sio 70
Both parents foreign born : Q7
Father, onlv, foreign born : p.p.
Mother, only, foreipn born n i a
Total : 440 ; mo
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In regard to n tivity of parents, the special group
shows seventy percent to be native born. This percentage is
slightly higher than Litchfield, with sixty-four percent
native born, (see Table 2) and Lenox, with sixty percent
native born (see Table 2). The number of parenta foreign born
in the special group is correspondingly lower than the number
in either Litchfield or Lenox. The difference, however, is
not great enough to show an appreciable difference in background.
Table 7
Education of Father. (Special Group)
Number ercent
Common School
High School
Business College
College or University
No statistics
T o t a 1
206 46
135 31
49
45
440
11
10
100
Table 7, referring to the special group, compared with
Table 3 referring to Litchfield and Lenox, shows that the
education of fathers was a little better in the special
group
than in either the Litchfield or the Lenox group, Fifty-
•ight percent of both Litohfiald and Lanox fathers
received
only a common school education, wnile forty-six
percent re-
ceived such an education in the special group.
Nineteen per-
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cent of both the Litchfield and the Lenox fathers received
at least a high school education comp:;r; d with thirty-one per-
cent of the special group thus educated. Eight percent of
the Litchfield fathers and seven percent of the Lenox fathers
attended institutions of higher learning, compared with thir-
teen percent of the specie 1 group so educated,
TABLE 8
Number Percent
Agriculture : 155 : 35
Business ; 43 10
Professional 22 5
162 36Laborer or Trade
3 1Miscellaneous
l 7 2Deceased
1 48 11No statistics
Total
...
i 440 : 100
Table 8, referring to the special group, compared
with
Table 4, referring to Litchfield and Lenox, shows I
greater
difference than appeared in the comparison of Litchfield
and
-Lenox with Tables 6 and 7 covering the special
group.
In the professional group Litchfield places
seven percent
of the fathers, Lenox five percent and the
special group five
percent. In agriculture, Litchfield fathers
have twenty-five
percent, Lenox fourteen percent and the special group twenty-
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five percent. In business Litchfield has thirty-two percent,
Lenox twenty-nine percent and special group ten percent. Twenty-
percent of the Litchfield fathers are engaged as 1 borers; Lenox
hf?s twenty-nine percent end the epeoi 1 group leads with thirty-
six peroent.
Thus, a reasonable similarity exists in the beck-ground of
parents among Litchfield and Lenox, and the special group.
Tables 9 end 10 give a comparison between the results of
those, in the special group of fiTe high schools, who were
biology students or had etudied biology and those *ho had never
studied biology.
TABLE 9
Non-biology Pupils (Speoial Group) number ofGases.
werr ?'e
number of
questions
marked wrong,
Studies by cl sses were made in Tables 9 end 10 »•
well
en by the two groups es a
whole to determine whether or not one
da.., such as the freshman class, would have
much effect uoon
the average. The freshmen did have a
larger average number of
questions marked wrong in Table 13 than in
any other ola—
However, let us c ompere the other classes.
In the .ophomore
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cla88 of m non-biology group th. average naaiD.r of qU08tions
marked wrong was thirty-one compered with only twenty-four in
the biology grou*. The Juniors had an average of twenty-seven
marled wrong in the non-biology group compared with twenty-
three in the biology group. The seniors had an average of
twenty-five wrong in the non-biology group compared with twenty-
one in the biology group. The total 8Yerage number of questionsMEM wrong in the non-biology group was twenty-nine, as com-
pared with twenty-three wrong in the biology group.
/5
ioi°F ^P* 1 ® (Special Group)(Took Course in Year) Average Number
of questions
marked wron^
A comparison of those in the special group who had studied
health in contrast with those who had not showed a gain of *
fraction of one percent right of the former ovar the letter
group. The biology students, cn the other hand, showed an aver-
age gain of six questions ri Sht over the pupils who had not
studied biology.
This case study of four hundred and forty students indioates
that health knowledge seemed to come to them more readily through
a study of biology than through a separate study of health.
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1.
Miss M^rjorie Beeman has made a study of high school
Juniors in five Massachusetts towns. One of the points in her
study wa3 a comparison, in results of the health knowledge
test, of the average scores of boys who had studied biology
and those who hod not.
The following is her Figure XXIV:
Table of scores of boys who b&ve and have not studied
"""faiology or hygiene . each town
Town
Biology or hygiene
No biology or hyxione
Difference
Tl
A
T2 TS T4 T5
71.7 78.1 67.4 75.5 69.7
70.0 67.0 69»9 7E.0 64.7
1.7 5.1 -2.5 3*5 5.0
Tl Amherst, Massachusetts
T2 Chicopee, Massachusetts
T3 Greenfield, Massachusetts
T4 Westfield, Massachusetts
T5 West Springfield, Massachusetts
In general the average eoores of those who have
studied
biology or hygiene are higher than those who
have not. However,
this did not hold true in the case of Greenfield.
Miss Beeaan's results are not quite es
positive as those
found by the writer (see Tables 9 and 10). Two
possible ex-
Massachusetts Jtate College, 1951
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planations can be given for tiiis fact: first, Miss Beeman
did not distinguish between biology *nd hygiene; and second, the
test given by Miss Beeman was her own and o nsequently may not
have the known objectivity in tlxe same degree as the Gates-
Strang Test.
The writer's study shows that there was en average gain
of six questions right for the biology oupils (see
Tables 9 and
10) over the non-biology pupils, in a special study of
five
hi h schools, on the test ad pted from the Gates-Strang
Health
Knowledge Test (see Appendix : ), Miss Beeman shows
that there
was an average gain of 2,5 in the score of the biology
or hygiene
pupils over the non-biology or hygiene group., It
seems then,
from these two studies, that there is value in
the study of
biology in relation to the acquisition of health
knowledge, and
that a course in biology is more beneficial
for the purpose of
acquiring lasting health knowledge than is a
special course de-
voted solely to health.
In an ende vor to pet the above information
into immediate
and practical use, the writer sent the
letter which appears in
Appendix 4, to Doctor Orwin Bradford Griffin,
Superintendent of
Schools, Litchfield, Connecticut,
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CK.?TER IV
,
. 4 U M M ft R Y ... )#<2i< «o«r*« lit S*ealt.-5
1. Possible Contribution of this Thesis to the V.'ortc In
Education
(a) A presentation of the modern status of health edu-
cation in secondary schools, as taken from the best authori-
ties, which includes: (1) health development ; (2) health
protection; (3) and health teaching.
(b) A formulation of six objectives in health education
based upon alms in health education stated by authorities in
the field. These objectives are: (1) the control of personal
hygiene; (2) the control of civic sanitation; (3) the control
of the physiological systems of the body; (4) the control of
disease; (5) the control of accidents j (6) the control of first-
aid treatment.
(c) The org nization of a health course based upon the
desires of the -ru-ils and guided along the lines of health
objectives (given in Appendix 1),
(d) An examination to show the value of a direct he 1th
course by check with a control school. The result wae that
during a school year those who had a direct health c urse
showed an average inarea.se of+4.52 questions right, while
those in the control school where no health was taught showed
an average drop of -.84 questions on the test adapted, front i
the Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test (see Appendix 3).
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(e) An experiment showing that possibly biology is more
valuable in teaching health, than a special course in health.
In a special study of five high schools those who had studied
biology showed that their average questions murked right was
six nor© than the average of those who had not studied biology.
The same test mentioned in (d) of summary was given to tMs group.
2. Limi tations of this Thesis.
(a) Objectives formulated are not final. They, are subject
to the discoveries and aiTT.ce? of science,
(b) The statistics are not formidcble enough to form an
unquestionably positive cone lis ion in regard to the value of
biology in te c; ing health. Also the velue of biology may be
attacked from oth^r angles. Thir? thesis, in reg rd to the value
of biology end health knowledge shows only a tendency and not
an established fact.
3. Suggestions for FxperlnentPtion and Research,
(a) Further examination and experimentation in regard to
the value of biology in teaching health.
(b) Further consideration of disseminating health knowledge
among secondary school m >ils.
(c) Tests and measurements in regard to health work and
health practice.
(d) Health education programs worked out in the small
high school. A suggestion for such a program is the following
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daily schedule of the health director of Long Prairie, Minnesota:
Hour
i to rr
Mf 10.
LONG
i
JRAIRI£. BfXHN.
;6ndhy Tuesday •.cdn.er.df y Thursflav
10 to 11
11 to 12
lLto S
2 to 3
3 to 4
"Grade in-
spection
and demon-
stration
Biology
Biolor^r
Physical
examina-
tions and
home calls
Grade in-
spection
and demon-
stration
Biology
• »««»«*
: Senior High
:G y ra«
: Junior High
:G y m.
Grade in-
spection
and demon-
biology
Physical
examina-
tions and
home calls
Grade in-
speotion
and demon-
Biology
Biology
Physical
examina-
tions and
home calls
Friday
Grade in-
3pection
and demon-
Biology
Biolog;
Senior T,'igh
G y m.
Junior Pigh
The health director in this case is the school nurse.
The gymnasium periods for boys are not shown on t is schedule.
The athletic ooach te ches these classes and cooperates with
the health director in planning the work.
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APPENDIX I
Lesson Units In Health Education, Litchfield High School, 1930-51.
September 10, 1930. First day of school.
All pupils were given a series of eight/ questions that the author
adapted from the "Gates-Strang Health Test".
-
v
•- In Health*.
September 17, 1950. Free discussion period.
Some of the questions asked by the pupils arej
"What are the requirements for a healthy body?"
"What is the best way to keep in condition for an athletic team?"
"Was Edison correct v&en he said that one needs only a few hours of
sleep?"
the srterit* for?*.: riding to the dsaollUom, or the unbalancing of tto
"Should a boy who works on a farm be excused from his physical educa-
tion classes?"
"What Is a vitamin?"
wis iifli?ona sy c sopadttftr''', and the tJiird try ,*s senior, which, sre chosen
"Why do boys usually stand straighter than girls?"
"Is it true that too much exercise is harmful?"
•—
* ^ yrtt.Lrsi! n&Ai'.'-c zs one pjrcojecx w?- :*houIvi sll be tjius'ht and
Upon the basis of the above questions, through the Socratic
™aa ciiOki*-
' mb.' x tiuxnc Xn $roaxT*n tSe riTs^ thing
method, the following topics were developed pertaining to health!
1. Food
the proper faoda *uj ex*ruises to build a sii-on? body, Sxerdtim- '•
2. Exercise
ia good far t&«»Mm %m too much is not pood for yoa. The
5. Sleep
Reference! Chapter 25, "Biology and Human Welfare", by Feabody and Hunt.
September 24, 1930. Further development of health topics:
4. A Wholesome outlook on life.
the age of 14 «r Xf afaralJ mT«fc» nx. xsast nin* hoere, keeping him
Cleanliness.
Posture.
Elimination of waste from the body. <
Proper clothing.
Visits to doctors and dentists.
Assignment: A paper on "What I Want To Study In Health".
October 1, 1950. Reading and discussing of papers on health.
The drawing up of a definition of health knowledge from the papers
read - "A reasonable understanding of the basic physiological opera-
tions of the organs of the body, a reasonable understanding of conditions
leading to optimum civic sanitation, plus a reasonable understanding of
the exterior forces leading to the demolition, or the unbalancing of the
ordinarily harmonic bodily functions."
The following are three papers, the first written by a freshman,
the second by a 3ophomore, and the third by a senior, which are chosen
as representative papers:
1. "I think health is one subject we should all be taught and
what we all should know about. I think in health the first thing
we should know is the building of the body. ?Se also should know
the proper foods and exercises to build a strong body. Exercise
is good for the muscles but too much is not good for you. The
proper foods for the body are foods containing fats, carbohydrates,
proteins, minerals, and vitamins. Dark bread is also good for you
because it helps digestion. Rest is also important} a person at
the age of 14 or 15 should sleep at least nine hours, keeping his
riiAff* wl*1* q
6.
7.
6.
9.
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window wide open. Th9 main jarts of a person are the head, trunk
and limbs. Thr; head should be protected because of the brain and
eyes. A person should always know what to do in case of a cut
vein, noso bleed or any cuts or wounds."
too*. wb*t dl'tOMme * iScu&f v>r4r^ «jsu Ls of no help to &o fot*
5. "I think that in the health course this year we should have
notebooks in which can be kept the notes of each health lesson.
The notebook can be passed in each quarter for a mark. The teach-
er can give quizzes now and then to check up on the pupil to see
how well he has kept his notes and in studying them. When the
pupils come to class the teacher can ask questions about the things
that were covered and explained in the lesson previous to this one.
The teacher can also collect the notebooks at different times to
see if the notes are being kept up to date. If at any time a ques-
tion arises it can be brought ud in class and discussed. I don't
ios?.3 that can Y» »'«k<Wi concernisg this topic. I* re tried to &8K
think that we should have books which we can take the assignments
from. n
3. "This year's course would interest me if disease germs and
different diseases were explained more fully. Many people with
diseases seldom know how they get them and what the cure is, if
there is any.
I presume that if this topic should be taken up, the health
course would be covered in all its branches. Health, of course,
must begin at home. Personal health and community health go side
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by side. To my understanding, if one of these
two is corrupted
disease springs up. The question is in what way
they spring up
and the cause for it.
There are many disease germs which I know about,
that is, I
know what diseases they bring on. That is of
no help to me for
I don't know how they go about it, how they
can be prevented, and
how they can be overcome when they once take
hold. There are many
more which I don't know anything at all about.
Toxins, anti-toxins, serums, and all that
sort of thing inter-
ests me a great deal but I admit that I
am practically ignorant as
to their function, and the processes by
which they are made.
Quarantines interest me also. Which diseases
should be quar-
antined, and for how long? What are the
rules which should be
lived uP to in cases that are
quarantined? There are many quest-
ions that can be asked concerning this
topic. I've tried to ask
the ones which I think important, but
still I can't fill two or
three pages asking questions.
Disease germs and diseases are to me
at the present time
pretty interesting. I would like to
learn more about them if
possible. I intend to continue in
this line later and any help
I can get now will be handy later."
Reference. Mfta* « "Biology and H«n U^*", *
Beabody —
Hunt.
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October 8, 1930. Five minute quiz on Chapter 25, "Biology and Human
Welfare", by Peabody and Hunt.
Open discussion period - questions were asked the instructor by
the pupils. The following are some of the questions:
"Should I keep off my ankle that I turned in yesterday's soccer prac-
tice?"
"Why can't we study some first aid in this course?"
"Why did you permit R. ... to remain out at practice yesterday "/hen
you knew he had a 'Charley-horse'?"
"What is a good treatment for a black eye?"
"What is ths best v?ay to stop a bleeding nose?"
"Is it possible to cure flat feet?"
The above questions led to a discussion of first aid through lec-
tures and notes taken by pupils. The following subjects were discu^se
I
in reference to first aid:
Wry neck.
Charley-horse.
Shin splints.
Cramp of muscles.
Stone bruise.
Bone bruise.
Treatment of wounds.
The instructor's definition of first aid was considered. "What
to do until the doctor comes".
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Reference! "The Trainer's Bible', by S. E. Billk, M. D.
,
pages 199-225
October 15, 1950. Brief review of previous week*s *vork.
A continuation of the discussion on first aid. The following topics
were considered and notes taken:
"Strawberry".
Black eye.
Nose bleed.
Ingrowing nails.
Flat feet.
Blisters.
Shocks
.
Fainting.
reference! "'The Trainer's Bible", by S. I. Bilik, ,'«. D.
,
pages 225-254.
October 22, 1950. Five minute quiz on first aid.
Cyen discussion period - questions asked ths instructor by the
pupils. The following are some of the questions:
"Bo all germs carry disease?"
"What doe3 toxin end anti-toxin mean?"
"Is tuberculosis hereditary?"
"Why do mad dogs foam at the mouth?'1
"What causes cancer?"
"Why do people often die in closed-in garages?"
"why do we have to get vaccinated before we start school?"
"Why are some diseases quarantined and others not?"
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"Row can water carry disease?
™
"What does fumigation mean?"
"Is tuberculosis curable?" af the •
"Is the hookworm the same as the tapeworm?"
The above questions furniBhed a basis for several weekB work. In
view of the above questions disease was classified into three groups,
namely:
"1. Communicable diseases, or those which are transmitted frost oan
to man, and from animals to man, directly or indirectly by a specific
virus or infective agent, such as measles, scarley fever, diphtheria,
mumps, T/hooping cough, etc., are commonly referred to as 'contagious'
diseases because thsy are spread ordinarily through ths more or less
direct contact of persons.
"2. Occupational dife?..?es, or tho3e which are due to the action
upon tfco human body of various poison or harmful agents found in cer-
tain places and conditions of employment, or produced In a number of
industrial processes, gueh ca3e3 are lead poisoning, arsenic poison-
ing, arsenic poisoning, mercury poisoning, carbon monoxide poisoning,
and many others,
"5, Disease of unknown origin, such as cancer, pellagra, etc.
Reference: Outline of Public Health Course No. 60, Massachusetts State
College, Section 10, pagas 1-3.
October 29, 1930. Brief review of previous week' 3 work.
Control of communicable disease. Topics considered were:
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1. Registration of disease.
2. Identification of disease.
3. Isolation and supervision of the patient.
4. Quarantine of exposed persons. sanatoria.
5. Immunization of exposed persons.
6. Investigation of sources and modes of infection.
7. Release of patient from control (on termination of
disease as demonstrated by physical examination and
laboratory tests)
.
8. Renovation of premises.
Reference: Outline of Public Health Course No. 60, Massachusetts
State College, sections 11- 13.
November 5, 1930. Brief review of previous week's work.
Tuberculosis and its prevention. Topics considered were:
1. The nature of the disease.
2. Historical development of control;
3. Prevalence and economic importance.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", by Wheat and Fitzpatrick, Chapter 43
November 12, 1930. Brief review of previous week's work.
Tuberculosis and its prevention, continued:
4. Requirements for the prevention of tuberculosis.
a.
b.
d.
e.
Pasteur
Dr. J. A. Villemin
Professor J. Cohnheim
Koch
Edward Livingston Trudeau
"a. Good registration of cases in order that those
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who are sick may be prevented from transmitting their
disease to others.
b. Provision for treatment at public expense for many
patients in their homes, in hospitals, and in sanitoria.
c. Health education and health instruction of children
and parents for the betterment of their bodily resist-
ance to the disease.
d. Elimination of occupational and environmental handi-
caps to right living.
e. Elimination of slums.
f . Proper diet.
g. Free use of natural health aids.
1. Fresh air.
2. Sunshine
3. Outdoor life."
Reference: Outline of Public Health Course No. 60, Massachusetts
State College, Section 15. ^ w
November 19, 1930 Five minute test on the control of coiamunicable
diseases and tuberculosis.
A consideration of Hookworm Eradication.
1. Distribution in the United States.
a. prevalent in southern states.
2. Economic status due to hookworm infestation.
3. How the prevalence of the disease has been reduced.
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4. 9m otise with which this disease may be
removed.
5. The work of the public health nurse.
Reference! Outline of Public Health Course Ho. 60, Massachusetts State
College, Section 17.
December 3, 1930. Brief review of previous week's work.
Rabies and its control. Topics considered were:
1. Ancient ideas on the treatment of rabies.
2. Pasteur's experiments vdth saliva and blood.
3. Pasteur's experiments with dried brain and
spinal cord.
4. The first vaccination of anirrls agiinst
rabies.
5. The first vaccination of a person against
rabies. - ^
6. far effect of the discovery of vaccination
against rabies on the world.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 42.
December 10, 1930. Brief review of previous week's work.
Diphtheria, Scarlet Fover, and Totanus. Topics considered were:
1. Tho causative organism of diphtherifi.
2. The work leading to the discovery of anti-
toxin.
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3. The Schick test and ite Importance.
4. Scarlet fever compared and contrasted with
diphtheria in cause, prevention, and treat-
Kent.
5. Why prevention of disease is more to be
desired than the cure.
6. Similarity between tetanus and diphtheria.
7» The relation of tetanus to different types
of wounds.
8. The cause for the reduction In number of
deaths from tetanus.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 44.
December 17, 1030. Brief review of previous week's work.
Typhoid Fever. Topics considered were:
1. A comparison of typhoid fever statistics
in the Spenich-Amorican War and the World
War.
2. The dangers of typhoid carriers to a
community
.
3. The value of an early diagnosis of typhoid.
4. Preparation and use of typhoid vaccine.
5. The importance of a traveler having typhoid
vaccination over that of one staying at home.
6. How an investigation of a typhoid epidemic
is carried out.
7. The danger of drinking water withla ?ity
limits.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 45.
December 31, 1930. Brief review of previous week's work.
Colds. Topics considered were:
1. Causes of different kinds of colds.
2. The effects of colds on the body.
3. How colds are spread.
4. How the vitality of the body may be kept
high so that colds may be prevented.
5. How epidemics of colds in schools may be
prevented
.
6. A comparison of influenza to common colds.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", si^pra, pages 473 - 477.
January 7, 1931. A ten-minute quiz on communicable diseases.
Defenses against diseases. Topics considered were:
1. Three ways in which bacteria enter the body.
a. Alimentary canal.
b. Respiratory tract
c. Skin openings.
2. Three ways in which bacteria attack the body.
a. Destroy tissu*.
b. Toxins they produce
c. Protein food attached.
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S. Natural defeases of the body.
a. Intact skin and mucuoua membrane.
b. White bloofl corpuscles.
c. Antibodies.
4. Other means of protection.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 48
I
January 14, 1931. Brief review of previous week's work.
Immunity. Topics considered weret
1. Life and work of Metchnikoff.
2. Ehrlich's experiments with dyes and chem-
icals on bacteria.
3. Natural and acquired immunity.
4. Specific inoculations for a person travel-
£4. 3tilaa &l&m**v*& t&» ]MM0ftfen 1ft thrDblt«d St«.t««.
5. Active and passive immunity.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 49.
January 21, 1931. Mil-year examination in health was given, as follows:
"True-False (Put a plus sign before each statement that is true and a
minus before each statement that is false. If a statement is only
partly true it should be marked minus. Score will be the number right
minus the number wrong.) 40 points.
1. Vesalius aided the study of health by using agar-agar in the study
of bacteria.
2. Sunlight kills suany bacteria.
3. Cold is farorable to the growth of bacteria.
4. The main purpose of spores in bacteria is reproduction.
5. Agar is a Japanese seaweed.
6. If one is hungry between meals it is a good idea to drink a glass
of wuter.
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7. Posture does not count while one is sleeping.
8. If one is cheerful while eating, it follows that food will be di-
gested better.
9. 3ince noise does not allow one to relax it follows that one should
not talk at table.
10. At present there is more of a tendency to emphasize the preventative
rather than the curative side of medicine.
11. -sac who thinks that he is sick may feel as miserable as one who is
actually ill.
12. A boy who ha., plenty of wood to cut at home should be excused from
physical education i the high school.
13. Health is the first aim Ik secondary education.
14. An athlete with a "charley-horse" should keep his leg still for two
days.
15. "Shin splints" are caused by improper food.
16. Dirt should be kept in a small cut in order to protect the cut from
bacteria
.
17. A "strawbaanry" should be treated with unguentine.
18. To stop a nose l&leed one should lie down.
18. The feet of a person who has fainted should be raised.
20. Ice water is a good relief for a person with a shock.
21. A bone bruise is caused by failure to warm up before practice.
22. A "wry neck" should be massaged with olive oil.
25. We should consult, doctor, dentist, and oculist at regular intervals
and at least once a year.
24. Stiles discovered the hookworm In the United States.
25. Lead poisoning is a communicable disease.
26. Scarlet fever Is of unknown origin.
27. Smallpox can be prevented by vaccination.
28. Russia Is encouraging the development of boxing.
29. The health officer should always accept the doctor's word in regard
to release from quarantine.
30. Tuberculosis is a readily communicable disease.
31. One out of ten deaths in the United States is due to tuberculosis.
32. The first health officer was Moses.
33. It is impossible to prevent cancer since its origin is unknown.
54. Bacteria are a very complex form of plant life.
35. Bacteria are the simplest form of animal life.
36. Bacteria are sometimes neither helpful nor harmful.
37. An antiseptic is a chemical which kills bacteria.
38. Fumigation consists In the liberation of gas or fumes ."hich kill
bacteria.
39. Bacteria ere important in the tanning of leather.
40. I have answered at least thirty of thase questions right.
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II - 20 points.
1. Food may be preserved by
a. d.
b. e.
c.
2. Tuberculosis may be spread by
a. c.
b. d.
3. Typnoid may be prevented by
a.
t* - :; f*«?feiaosis fcky T» prevsnW by
;_
c.
4. Methods used in the destroying of bacteria
a. *•
b. «•
c. t.
Ill - 10 points.
1. Four remedies for nose blee.:' are
a.
b.
ft*
2. The treatment for ingrowing nails is:
IV - 30 points.
1. The three principal fcrms of focd are
2. Other food essentials are . —
3. Prevention of disease of unknown origin depends upon educating
the
public in and —
*
4. Fixed periods at the end of which people will be released
from
qua-antine is a . practice.
5. A "wry neck" is relieved by the application of and
_» »Mr_Jl -9--..-.. _ A^ J L _ — - t 1 1 1_ I * ( _ _ _ __ — # . '__*
6. Eealth authorities are concerned with disease and
disease.
7. There are certain measures of disease control such as
8. Such diseases as
be placarded.
9. Tuberculosis may be prevented by
and
.
10. Eacteria are found in
and
.
and should
January 29, 1931. Open discussion period. (Practice was Just getting
under way for the senior play) . The question was asked "Why can't we
give a health play?" Then cne of the more ambitious boys suggested
that all should write a health play. This suggestion met with wide-
spread approval. All the boys promised to have a health play ready for
the following week.
"Teachers now reelize that it is not what is poured into brains
that educates, but what the brains grasp for themselves through their
own faculties. What the teacher must do is to make the conditions
right for such exercise, than be willing to sit back and let the boys
and girls educate themselves.".
1. "Teaching Literature in the Grammar Grades and High School" Bolenius
\
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February 4, 1931. The health plays were read, discussed, and comment-
ed upon. Some of the plays showed that the assignment was a rather am-
bitious one. Other plays were quite original and good. The pupils vot-
ed upon the two best plays. It was decided to put both plays on, the
following week. Each author was to choose his own cast.
"The play impulse is deep in the heart of racial life. As the
child develops, he passes through various stages from a primitive little
savage to a young gentleman t&o brushes his teeth, takes off his hat to
the ladies, and in general can be trusted tr. the drawing room. All
through this development the dramatic instinct has been strong. The boy
is not content only to read about Indians; he must himself be Big Chief.
He is not satisfied to hear about the pioneer building his fort; he must
make his own fort, and hold it with his comrades."
February 11, 1931. The following two plays were enacted quite success-
fully j
Jerry* Geo* X m £ s* wc" u» \ , *
I.
"THE HEALTH CIRCUS"
(A Health Play for Bcyf - in One Act)
**
Characters
joe A boy of frail health.
Alan, James, Bill, Jerry Boys eif the neighborhood.
Tom, and seven other boys Members of the team.
Zum-Zum The circus clown
1. "Teaching Literature in the Grammar Grades and High School? Bolenius,
1927.
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Jerry j
James:
Bills
James:
Joe:
Bill:
James:
Joe:
Janes:
Joe:
Jerry:
Bill:
James:
Alan:
Jack:
Scene: Back yard of Joe '3 homo.
Wait for me, can't you? What's all the rush? The parade
isn't even in sight.
Bill's afraid he'll miss seeing the elephants. That's the
best thing in the whole circus, i3n't it Bill?
No
Well, what is the best thing?
(Interested in conversation, from perch) The clown!
Why, here's Joe, all bundled up as usual. Are you sick again?
Hello, Joe - aren't you going to the circus parade?
No. The doctor said I mustn't get off the porch. IVe been
pretty sick. That's why I haven't been to school.
' rvn 'Tfc* * ' •' '":<is8t.' ™b ?s a 'tijjflt? x<tkTw wfs BIV} 'ASw jSUQT
Fine time to be sick when there's a circus in town.
I would like to see the funny clown. He makes people laugh,
stands on his head and does tricks and things.
Gee, I'm glad I'm not sick (turns a cartwheel). I v-ouldn't
miss the circus for anything.
I'm sorry you can't coiae with us Joe. We'll tell you all
about it ^hen we corns back. Come on, fellows, I think I hear
music (voices off stage)
.
Oh, Jack, hurry upt They're on Main Street now!
They're coming this way! Hurry up t (Jack enters with base-
ball team)
.
We'll finish this game after we've seen the parade j two more
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innings'll finish them. We'll beat them all hollow. (°eeing
Joe) Hello, Joe. What' the matter? Are you sick?
Joes Yes, the doctor said I mustn't get off the porch.
Jack: That's tough. Can't ycu even go to the circu3?
Joe: No.
Jack: Too bad, too bad. (To fellows) Say, fellows, put your bats
and gloves on the porch here; Joe '11 watch them for us until
we get back. Won't you, Joe?
Joe: (Picking up bat) Gee, I wish I were as strong as you fellows
and could play on your team. Then I wouldn't have to take med-
icine and I could go to the circus to see the clown - ah well-
Jack: (Puffing out his chest) We're a husky lot, we are; and play
ball I say, you should see us on the field.
(Voices off stage) Hey, Jack, hurry up! Here's the parade,
don't miss it.
Zum-Zum: Ho! Ho! me merry lad,
Come now! Don't look so sad;
The circus has come town.
The elephants and kangaroos
The chimpanzees by ones and twos
fire marching down the street.
Get you hat! Don't sit there glum!
Come and see the great Zum-Zum.
That's me.
I»m the funny, jumping clown;
I earn my giving upside down.
Joe: (Smiling) My name is Joe. I live in this house.
Zum-Zum: Joe- - Joe, that's a fine name. But you're not sick? (Joe
nods) Ah! That's a shame.
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Joe: Yes, the doctor 3ays I mu3t bundle up tight and I mustn't get
off the porch.
Zum-Zum: If I were a doctor I would say;
Poor boy, your pulse is quite low today,
Your tongue is coated, your eyes are sad,
But there's a prescription will .make you glad;
Plenty of fre3h air, sunshine and lots of good food,
Plenty of milk and a merry mood.
Joes (Laughing) That's just what the doctor said.
Zum-Zum: I am a doctor, but not the kind
That gives out medicine all the time.
I make' em laugh
I make' em aplit their sides sith fun
And they are cured when I am done.
Yes, * there's joy in my tonic.
Joe: Do you carry your tonic around in that tin
bucket?
Zum-Zum: Why bless me, Joe, I've forgotten all about
the mole. You
see, I have a very excellent mule. Hia name is
Diddle Dee.
Zum-Zum, that's me, and Diddle Dse
Are always seen together.
I ride him In the circus para<?9,
And now he's thirsty and I'm afraid
He'll carry me not another step farther
Until I fetch him a pail of cold water.
Mule: (Off stage) Hee-haw — Hee-haw —
Hee-haw.
Zum-Zum: Hold your horses and wag your tail;
I'm coming-, I'm coming.
(To Joe) Quickl Where can I fill this pail with
clear cold
water?
Joe: In the house. Walk right in and
help yourself.
Jack: (Returning with fellows) He's not
here. Are you sure you
3aw him jump the fence?
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Tom: He came this way, I'm certain.
Jack: (To Joe) Where is he?
Joe* Vihere is who?
Jack: The clown. Didn't you see him?
Joe; (Proudly) Oh, y< u mean Mr. Zum-Zum? Tea, I've seen him?
he's
still here.
Jack: (Looking around) You're kidding us.
Joe: No, I'm not.
Jack: Where is he then?
Joe: He came here especially to see me. We are
old friends, Mr. Zum-
Zum and I. He taught me some clever tricks, too,
and, he's going
to take me to the circus on his very excellent
mule.
Jack: Hat Ha'. I don't believe it. lou never
saw him before.
Joe: Didn't I though? He's in my house this
very minute.
Tom: Youf-re kidding us, you know you are.
Zum-Zum: What ho, me merry lads!
The circus has come to town.
The elephants and kangaroos
And chimpanzees by ones and twos
Are marching down the street.
Come with me and have some fun,
Come and see the great Zum-Zum.
That' s me. f
I'm the funny, tumbling clownj
I earn my living upside down.
Jack: Joe says you came here especially
to see him. Did you really?
Zum-Zum: Why certainly - certainly. I
was passing by the housa and I
says to myself "That looks like Joe's
house* I must step in
and see if ae's there". And sure enough,
he was there in that
chair. We're o!J. pais, Joe and fee. And I am sorry to soe
that he is *ick.
Jack: Are you going to take him to the circus on
your mule? He
ctn't go. The doctor won't let him.
Zum-Zum: Nov you leave that to me.
The circus he'll see
Without moving an inch from his chair
We'll stage the show here
And you boys vrill bo near
To help me entertain Joe.
Jaek» Have a circus of your own, do you
mean?
Zum-Zum: Xes, that's the idea.
Tom: That'll be great,.
Zum-Zum: How listen to me. In the road you
will see a very excellent
ale. Tied to him is a generous sack, filled
with costumes
and things for .our show.
Jack: I'll get them - shall II
Zum-Zum: lea, hurry up now, then I .ill
show you how to change your-
selves into clowns.
Jack: Here they are, sir.
Zum-Zum: Open it up. There' . a costume
for every one.
$Ms vdll fit you, and you'll go injthatj
This one for you if you're not too
fat.
Here's a Jim Dandy; here's one just yiur
size.
Last, but not least, is a dream and
a prize.
Now one, two, three jiimps
Right into your gowns;
Quick as a wink we'll all be funny clowns.
four Royal Highness, I beg your
leave to present my worthy
brothers . t,
*
We have heard that you have many
ills
And would like to give up doctors'
pill..
So we have come with our magic spe?_L
To show you how to get well.
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Joe* Do you really think I can get better?
(The circus goes on with stunts and Zum-Zum talking to Joe)
Zum-Zum: We have taught you the magic of our health Circus Ring
You know our secrets and what foods will bring
Health to your very door.
Drink plenty of milkl It's the perfect food:
A quart a day will change your mood;
And every hour of your life will be a circus.
Iron for firm muscles and lime for staunch bones;
The strong man grows stronger and he is not alone.
Jack: The parade is coming back. May we march along with you?
Zum-ium: Why certainly, that f s the thing to do;
We'll tell the other fellows what we just told Joe.
Mulei (Off stage) Hee-haw — Hee-haw — Hee-haw.
Zum-Z'ua: Why bless me, that's poor Diddle Dee;
He's thirsty and he's crying for me.
Joe: I'm sorry to see you go. Will you come back again?
Zum-Zum: When the circus comes to town next year
I'll look for you on the field near here
Playing baseball with the boys.
I'll find you there, healthy, robust and strong,
If you follow my rules I'll not be far wrong.
Joe: I'm drinking lots of milk from now on; a quart a day or
maybe more.
Zum-Zum: And every glass of milk you drink
I want you to close your eyes and think
Of the circus that lies in every drop
Energy, strength, endurance and fun;
Acrobat, tamer$ strong maa — *n one *
(All exit).
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2.
FLIES.
A One-Act Play-
Scene I
A garbage pail. The fly family Is talking over the events of
the day.
«** m Pl-at Jttflb fch» MM Sad* -Si* 4:* ' vi<i6A • Those wv fangled aarwufm
Mr. Fly i Well folks, how did everything go with you today? I certainly
had a good day.
All: Diet you'?
Mr. Fly: (Proudly) Xes. I spent the day at that old Jones house. Mr.
Jones doesn't bleive in screens so I got in easily enough.
The baby there is sick so I went to visit hia. I'll bet that
zay visit didn't improve him any because I walked all over his
dinner with my dirty shoes on.
Mrs. Fly: Tou did have a pretty good day at that. I had an awful time.
First, I went to the new house down at the corner, I could-
n't even get in there. There were screens in every window.
Then I went out to Smith's house. I found a hole in one of
the screens there but everything in ivhe house was covered
up so that I couldn't get at it. Mo wonder no one is ever
sick in any of those houses. I finally came home and vent
to bed.
Busier Fly: Tough luck, Ma. lour day was pretty well wasted, was-
n't it?
Mrs. Fly: It sure was.
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Miss Fly x I didn't have any luck either. Those wicked people who are
putting in screens are making it hard for us to make a liv-
ing. I wish I were a darning needle, for then I could take
up sewing.
Mr. Fly i lou might amount to more if you didn't run around so much.
If you are not careful you will turn into a gadfly.
Buster Fly: Just the same, Dad, Sis is right. Those new fangled screens
and revolutionary ideas are going to do for us.
Mr. Fly: Well, we can all go to the Jones house tomorrow. I guess
that we can live there for a while.
Scene 2.
The Jones house, early the next morning. The whole fly
family arrives.
Mr. Fly: Come on, folks I All set for a big day!
Mrs. Fly: Those look to me like screens.
Miss Fly: Same here.
Buster Fly: They sure are.
Mr. Fly: lou stay here while I run around the house, (jje
goes off)
Mrs. Fly: If we can't get in here we are ruined.
Mr. Fly i (Coming back) Every window and door in the place
has a
new screen on. That doctor must have told them what to
do.
Mrs. Fly: Oh dear, what can we do?
Mr. Fly: Nothing, we are doomed.
AH: Science and invention have murdered us.
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February 18, 1931.
The U. F. A. Film No. 137, "A World Unseen", was shown to the heal-
th class. This film dsalt '*ith the tiny organisms sean under a micro-
scope. The instructor gave a short lecture on the economic and health
phase of microscopic lif«. During the actual showing of this sixteen-
millimeter non-iaflommable safety stock film, features of particular
interest to a health claas were pointed out.
"In planning demonstration lectures a ad the use of visual aids,
the teacher should bear in mind that students tend to become passive
when observing or listening. Learning is an active process, and hence
decreases as passivity increases. The success of a teacher in arous-
ing and holding the attention of his class during a demonstration or a
descriptive lecture in dependent upon several factors, among vhich per-
sonality traits would be listedj and the determining factors probably
vary from teacher to teacher. There are, however, cer&ain procedures
which appear to be somewhat generally applicable. In case important
details of a demonstration are likely to be overlooked, the teacher
may direct the attention of the class to such aspects by saying
•Notice what happens % or 'Notice ho- . . , , . . . .'.
Sometimes a preliminary discussion m*y raise a question that will
T
J. .
serve to focus the attention of the student".
1. "Directing Learning in the Hirh School", Walter S. Monroe
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March 4, 1951. Frei liscussioit period.
Much interest in microscopic life was aroused by the showing of
film. This fact may plainly be seen from the. questions ^vhlch were ask-
ed. These questions are listed as follows:
pWhy do men working in t' -. laboratory vraah their hands I ?ter handling
bacteria? What is the difference between bacteria end microbes? Are
bacteria always hariaful? Way do people .-say that bacteria are often
helpful when we all know that they may cause many diseases? Is it
true that air I 11 kill aome bacteria and help others? fee* bacteria
always present in milk? The film last week showed some agar plates
- are bacteria that big? Why ia bacteria called agar? Hot do bac-
teria aid agriculture? Are all germs bacteria? Will iodine kill
germs? Are yeast cakes alive? I have a candy yeast here; it says
on the advertisement that it contains a3 much yeast as an ordinary
yeast cakej how can I find out whether this is true or not?
There was juat time enough to carry out an experiment to answer
this last question. The following experiment v as carried out through
the aid of biology and chemistry students J
Two flasks were procured} H oae was placed the candy yeast and
in the other was placed a yeast cake secured from the lunch room.
In each flask was placed some grape sugar fro the yeast to act upon.
Then each flask was corked, A niece of glass tubing led from each
flask into a glass of lime water. The bottle of lime water that was
connected to the flask containing the yeast cake showed much more
of *hite percipitate than the bottU connected to the flask containing
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the candy yeast. The results showed that there was
some yeast
comparatively little in the candy yeast.
March 11, 1931.
A review of microbes.
A lecture on microbes. Topics considered were*
1. Types of microbes.
2. Harmful protozoa.
5. Structure of bacteria.
4. The importance of agar.
5. Conditions under which food will spoil.
6. Relation of antiseptics to growth of bacteria.
7. Aerobic and anaerobic bacteria.
8. Reproduction and spore formation.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter
March 18, 1951.
Brief review of previous week's work.
Beneficial activities of bacteria. Topics
considered
g. The importance of the decay process to
agriculture.
3. Hitrogen fixation by bacteria.
4. Governmeat aid to farmers for soil
improvement.
1. Tanning of leather.
5., Preparation of linen.
6. Curing tobacco.
7. Curing sponges.
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References "AdvancedBiology", supra, Chapter 59.
March 25, 1931.
Ten minute quiz on microbes.
Oral review of microbes.
Op*n discussion and question period. The following are some
of the questions asked:
"Why can't we study more about our own body? What did the
Indians do without dentists? is it more important to be happy
while eating? Why are fried foods hard to digest? How is food
digested? What is the best way to stop bleeding? Way is the body
so much warmer than the air outside of the body? What makes the heart
beat? Hov: does drinking ater help get rid of a cold? What is the
best way to give artificial respiration? How does a fan help purify
the air in a motion picture house? What is a balanced diet? What
causes rickets?
April 1, 1951.
A development of the topic Food Nutrients.
Factors mentioned were*
1. Definition of a food and a nutrient.
(Food includes nutrients and waste)
2. Elements in food used for fuel.
5. Elements in food used to build tissue.
4. Vitamins and their value in the diet.
5. Deficiency diseases.
Reference t "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 11.
April 8, 1931.
Brief review of previous week's work.
Teeth and their care. Topics discussed were:
1. Arrangement, number, and kind of temporary teeth.
2. Arrangement
,
number, and kind of permanent teeth.
3. Hygienic method of cleaning teeth.
4. Relation of proper diet to good teeth.
5. Causes for bad teeth.
Reference! "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 12.
April 15, 1932
Brief review of previous week's work.
Digestion and absorption. Topics discussed were:
1. Causes for the stimulation of the flow of
digestive juices.
2. Importance of eliminating the solid wastes of
the body.
b. The importance oi the villi in absorption.
4. Two classes of cathartics.
5. Unhygienic conditions frequently found among
high school students and which may lead to
digestive disorders.
6. The necessity for happiness while eating.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", bupra, Chapter 14
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April 22, 1951. •
Brief review of previous week's work.
The circulatory system. Topics discussed were:
1. Reason for blood clotting.
2. A comparison of the red and white blood
corpuscles.
S. How to take a pulse.
4. The path taken by a drop of blood.
5. The function of each system of circulation.
May 6, 1931.
In order to get a check on the health knowledge acquired during
the school year, the same health knowledge test that was given on Sep-
tember 10, 1930, was given to all of the boys.
The outline cited below was followed for the remainder of the
school year, 1930-1931.
May 13, 1951.
A ten minute quiz upon the digestive and circulatory
systems.
The skin and kidneys.
1. Explanation of excretion.
2. Hygiene of the skin.
3. Relation of the work of the skin to the work
of the kidneys.
4. The value of water to the skin and kidneys.
References "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 18.
May 20, 1931.
A brief review of the previous week's work.
Respiration:
1. Mechanics of breathing.
2. Aims of ventilation.
3. Causes of discomfort in a poorly ventilated
4. Adaptions of the respiratory system.
5. The proper ventilation for a room.
Reference: "Advanced Biology", supra, Chapter 19.
May 27, 1951.
A brief review of the previous week's work.
The nervous 3ystem.
1. Stimulus and response.
2. Protection of the brain and spinal cord.
5. Structure and function of the cerebrum.
4. The unit of structure of the nervous system
5. Reflex activities.
Reference: ''Advanced biology", supra, Chapter 22.
June 3, 1931.
A brief review of the previous week's work.
Oral review for final examination.
June 10, 1951.
Final examination in health, as follows:
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"Health" - Final Examination
Plus or minus - 50 points
1. The feet of a pe son who has fainted should be lowered.
2. One should lie do n when one has a nosebleed.
3. Pressure on the upper lip is good for a bloody nose.
4. Unguentine should be applied to a "strawberry".
5. A sprained ankle should be kept still for a week.
6. A muscle is more apt to be pulled in oold weather than in warm.
7. Massage relieved a stiff neck.
8. A leg with a charley-horse should be padded, protected and used.
9. To relieve a cramp, grasp the muscle of the belly and squeeze with
considerable force.
10. Bone bruises are always more painful tl an those of soft tissue.
11. Liquid soap should be used to remove cinders from a cut.
12. A black eye should be treated with a hot water bottle.
15. when in doubt eall a doctor for an injured person.
14. A sunstroke should be treated by a cold bath and ice on head and
feet.
15. Heat exhaustion should be treated with blankets and by applying
heat to the extremities.
16. Bacteria are always harmful.
17. Tuberculosis is caused by a pro+ r*oan.
18. An antiseptic is stronger than c isinfectant.
19. Vesalius fiounded modern surgery
20. Health and long life mean the same thing.
II - :S0 joints
Fill in:
1. The problem of city and town health has two chief phases (l)
-(2)
8. Vital statistics means the registration of and.
5. Delinquency-Dependency and constitute a vicious
cycle.
4. Tuberculosis is fast becoming conq ired because
,
5. Some of the co-operative health agencies to assist in local health
activities are
6. Three types of diseases are communicable, diseases of unknown origin
and
;
7. Diseases against which there are available methods of immumization
are
8.
_
Such diseases as
should be placarded.
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9. Hookworm la more prevalent in United States than in
United States.
10. Futaugation is disinfection.
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APPENDIX 2
Box 21,
Litchfield High School
Litchfield, Connecticut
April 10, 1931
Fredrika Moore, M. D.,
Department of Public Health,
State House,
Boston, Massachusetts.
My dear Doctor Moore
s
Am I wrong in supposing that the following quotation from
Section I, Chapter 71, of the General Laws of Massachusetts,
requires the teaching of health in the high school:
'In connection with physiology and hygiene,
iistruction , *ba*X be to aU
pupils in all schools under public control, except
schools maintained solely for iistruction In partic-
ular branches'?
If the law does include the secondary schools, why Is it
that
many Massachusetts high schools under state supervision do not
teach
health?
lours very truly,
John A. Sullivan
Instructor in Health
To the foregoing letter, Doctor Moore kindly sent the
follow-
ing reply t
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Public Health
State House, Boston
April 14, 1951
Mr. John A. Sullivan
Instructor in Health
Litchfield High School
P. 0. Box 21
Litchfield, Connecticut
My dear Mr. Sullivan:
You are correct in supposing that the law requires health to be
taught in all public schools. It is true also that many of them,
particularly high schools, are not complying with the law. The diff-
iculty with our State is that there are no teeth an the law, so we
have to depend upon gradual education to impress upon the school com-
mittees the importance of health work.
At the present time in Massachusetts we are having a drive on
the health education in high schools. We are sending you, under sep-
arate cover, some suggestion which have been sent out to the princi-
pals of high schools. You will notice that we have made May Day
an
excuse for sending out this material but it is intended for permanent
use.
at The Massachusetts
Tuberculosis League with this Department and
the Department of Education has sent out to all the Junior high
school
and senior high schools a questionnaire on their health education
work.
If you are interested in seeing health education in secondary
schools, Lynn is carrying out an experiment in its English High
school.
Revere has a simple form of health councils in all the schools
including
the elementary schools. Rockland is establishing a health
council.
Beverly and Plymouth are putting in health committees as
part of an
already established student council.
Trusting that this information will be of service to you, I
am,
Cordially yours,
flfcedrika Moore,
Pediatrician
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The following is the. Connecticut 3bte Law in regard to health
teaching:
Chapter 399, Public Acts of 1921
An Act providing for Health Instruction and Physical Education
in Public Schools.
Section 1. There shall be established and made a part of the
course of instruction in the public schools of this state a course in
health instruction and physical education.
' i flMM^iia Hi fcfclie Aat- ^Ji«a —----- VSection 2. The course in physical education shall be adapted to
the ages, capabilities and state of health of the pupils in the several
grades and departments and shall include exercises, calisthenics, for-
mation drills, instruction in personal and community health and safety
and in preventing and correcting bodily deficiency.
Section 3: The course herein prescribed shall be prepared by the
Secretary of the State Board of Education and, when approved by the
State Boar of Education, shall constitute the prescribed course in
physical education. With the approval of said board, said Secretary
may employ experts to assist him in preparing such courses of instruction,
and to assist in putting into operation the courses and work in the pub-
lic schoosl of the state.
Section 4. Every pupil shall, excepting kindergarten pupils,
attending the public schools of this state, take the course in physical
training as herein provided, and such course shall be a part of the cur-
riculum prescribed for the several grades. The standing of the pupil in
connection with this course shall form a part of the requirements for
promotion or graduation. The time devoted to such courses shall aggre-
gate at least two and one-half hours in each school week, or proport-
ionately when holidays fall within the same. Four-fifths of such time
shall be given to physical education and one-fifth to the teaching of
health.
Section 5. The State Board of Education shall adopt regulations
fixing the necessary qualifications of teachers in physical education,
shall require all students at the normal schools to recieve thorough
instruction in such courses, and shall provide such instruction for such
students in attendance at the state summer schools as shall elect to
take such instruction.
For an interpretation of the above law, the following letter was
written to Elizabeth C. Nicke son, Director o the Bureau of Public
Health Instruction:
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Bex 21
Litchfield High School
Litchfield, Connecticut
April 10, 1931
Elizabeth C. Nieke son
Director, Bureau of Public Health Instruction
State House, Hartford
Connecticut
Uy dear V&e* Nickersons
Does Chapter 599, Public Acts of 1921, require the teaching
of health in the high school* It seems apparent that
health
should be taught in our secondary schools according to
this law.
Yet many of our high schools under state supervision
make no pro-
vision for the teaching of health. Obviously state
authorities
ere cognisant of the feet that he health is taught
in many Con-
necticut high schools. If the law does apply to
secondary schools
why is it not enforced?
Very truly yours,
John A. Sullivan
Instructor in Health
The above letter was referred to Doctor Prohaaka,
Sta
Physical Education Director, viho nade the
following reply*
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Connecticut State Beard of Education
Division of Physical Education and Health
Hartford, Connecticut
April 13, 1931
Mr. John A. Sullivan
Litchfield High School
Litchfield, Connecticut
Dear Mr. Sullivan:
lour letter of recent date, addressed to Miss Nuckerson of the
State Department of Health, has been referred to me for reply.
Enclosed you will find a copy of the law which clearly provides
for "Health Instruction and Physical Education in Public Schools",
in Chapter 399 of the Public Acts of 19£L.
Answering your question as to why many high schools do not give
I
instruction in health or hygiene, I quote from a letter from our aSr.
Sturges of the Division of Attendance and Employment.
"The ir.tter referred to in the attached correspondence
apparently is one that is within the discretion of both the
torn school committee and the state board of education as to
where they will place the courses in health instruction."
Local school committees have the right to prescribe the courses
in addition to those required by the statutes and the state may require
courses in addition to those set up if it seems advisable .
There is nothing iln |*m "!aw to prevent the extension of this work
in the high schools If it seems advisable, by either or both boards.
I
Very truly yours,
Charles J. Prohaska
Director
•t %M til
A??EHDIX I
Health Knowledge Test
Adapted from the "Gate3-Strang Health Knowledge Test"
Name Aee
School Grade
Preliminary questions.
1. Did you eTer study biology in high school?
___________
2. In what year in school did you study biology?
S. Did you study physiology or health in your biology course?,
4. Did you study health as a separate subjects
5. Have you ever received instruction in health from:
The community nurse? .
Boy Scout Organization ?
Coaching or physical education ?
Dsntal clinics?
Names of other organisations from which you have
received health instructions.
6. Were you born in this country? __
7. Were you parents born in this country? If not, vn-ite whether
father or mother or both were foreign born?
8. From what country did your ancestors originally come?
9. What is the occupation of your father? , , .
Education of fatiier? (itute Knettier Coupon School, High School,
Business College, College or University)
"HEALTH OCVWJ.EDGE TEST"
Of these Karnes, the best one for developing the heart andlungs is
a •• spinning tope
a tag
d». •«.*«« marbles
o» . . . . • • see—saw
la general, th» best exercise for fourth grau* boys and girls is
a. work on tho farm
b . active oat-door play
c. .».**« running errands
d. exercise in the? gyrcna dum
e. ...... . five minutes of arm exercises every day
The best way to practice cloop breathing is
a to pli.y £u\ia, that require deep breathing
b W« to hold breath as long r.s you can
c. ••»»»» to take breathing ilriilo
c » to breathe in while ycu count three
d to throw shoulders back
Besides playing some outdoor gam&s, a business raaa should take
each day five or ten minutes of special exercises which use
a. iwc, auseXes
b. * abdominal muscles
c. rauccles used in standing
arm muscles
e* . . . » • • ha.- ' srusclfts
The enemies which causo the death of most people today are
a. .....* Indiana
b. ..*•»• lions
«••••*.• tigers
d flies
e snares
Of the following the best way to : revent &« spread of communi-
cable disease 13 for all well people
a. ...... to keep all the windows closed
b to take medicine freqYenJ4? «„v ~~r,L
c to avoid close contact with sick people
d to ork not more than six hours a day
e. ...... to keep the house warm
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7. A child ought to stay home fro. school when he is sick becausea he may get tired i
* disease germs may get caught by others
2 People do not like to have sick children arounda the school may be too warm.
6 he may not have to study if he stays home
8. Of the following it is most important for good citizens toknow
J
th8 capitals of all the states
b
^
he of all the bones in the body
c the chemical composition of waterd...... the shape of sewer pipes
e proper disposal of waste in his home
9. To have strong well-shaped feet a good thing to do is
f to v;ear thin soles in cold weather
I
t0 wear he«yy shoes with metal arch supportersc to tightly fitting shoes.
P
d ^^er to walk without heels on shoes
10. One effect of warm still air in a room is
J
to cause sickness and death at once
b to nake one feel les^ like working
c to take away a headache
d to make a person hungry
e to make a person wide-awake and active
11. Underwear for temperate climates is best if made of material that
a a heavy-weight
b. . . . . . tightly woven
c porous and light-weight
d rough
e thick
12. Face creams and powders are
* better for the skin than soap and water
b sometimes useful to protect the skin from dirt andhot sun
c good to use every day
d needed for beauty and health
e. . . . . .never harmful
13. The chief use of the hairs in the nose is for
a
.sneezing
6 smelling
c. . . . . .breathing
d catching dust
e keeping out bad odors
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14. Sfhile eating, it is a good thing
a to talk about your troubles
b to worry about what you are eating
c to study your lessons
d to say nothing to anybody
e to feel comfortable and happy
15. Adenoids should be taken out because
a they soon cause death
b they are always painful
c they are catching
d they are ugly
e they often cause earache, colds, and a badly 3haped
mouth
16. Frequent sore throat may be a 3ign that
a you are getting malaria
b. your tonsils are diseased and should be removed
c you talk too much
d you ought to live in a warm tft climate
e yo ; are drinking too much milk
17. One way the throat can be kept in good condition is by
a gargling with warm, salt water occasionally
b loud singing and shouting
c eating cough drops
d. . . . . . breathing through the mouth
e coughing good and hard
18. The best way to form the habit of brushing the teeth every day is
a. to watch others brush their teeth
b. ..... to real ill the tooth paste advertisements
c to brush the teeth every day for two years
d to think every day about wanting to form the habit
e to brush the toeth whenever you happen to think of it.
19. The best temperature for a room in tvhich one is sitting reading
is between
a. ..... 50 and 54 degrees
b 65 and 68 degrees
c 72 and 75 degrees
d 76 and 80 degrees
e. 80 and 85 degrees
20. The reasons for taking a cold bath are that they
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a. remove perspiration
b. ...... train the blood vessels in the skin to respond <
quickly to a change in temperature
c. ...... wash off dirt aad grease
d. ...... make the heart beat more quickly
e exercise the whole nervous system
21. Cold baths are good for
a everybody
b. ..... . most people
c. ..... . sick people
d. ..... . old people
e. ..... . few people
22. Of the following the be3t way to brush the teeth is
a up and down with hard pressure on both jaws
b upward over the lower teeth and downward over
the upper teeth
c. ...... back ana forth acorss the front teeth
d» along the edges of the teeth
e upward over the back teeth and across the front
teeth
25. The most important time to clean the teeth well is
a when you get up in the morning
b before lunch
c after lunch
d after school
e before going to bed
24. In general, the daily amount of sleep necessary is
a. S to 7 hours for children in high school
b 9 to 12 hours for children up to high school
c 8 hours for children in the third grade
d 6 hours for children in the sixth grade
e 6 hours in summer, 10 hours in winter
25. In dusting, the housekeeper 3hould usually use
a. . a feather duster
b a damp or oiled cloth
c a dry cloth
d . ..... . a wet cloth
e a whisk broom
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26. If you have a headache from studying top long, it is best
a to keep right on until ypu finish the Job
b to tie a wet rag with Ice-cold water around your
head
c. ..... to rest or play outdoors a while
d to take a big dose of medicine
e to study a while outdoors
27. The eyes become tired after too auch roadinjor sewing because
a the eyeballs get too auch alood
b. ...... the muscles of the eye have not had a chance to rest
c the brain gets too many pictures
d the lids have been kep$ open all the time
e. ...... the eyeballs have not had any exercise
28. In reading, the light should come from
a in front of the reader
b all sides " Wets chicken salad
c. ...... below the level cf the eyes
d the right hand aide
e eehind and above auot>»r tiae it '.
29. After Beading an 5:our or more
a the eyes need a few minutes r st
h the eyes need a half hours rest
c the eyes need a full hour rest
d no more reading should be done that day
e. ..... . the eyes do not need a rest
50. The best way to learn what different foods do for the body is
a. ..... . to read advertisements
b to study scientific feeding experiraeats
c o. to ask the grocer
d to read the cook-book
e to ask th? butcher
31. Of the following reasons '-shy too much sweet food is
bad for
children the best is beacuse it
a. . makes them thirsty
b makes them fat
c makes them eat less of other food
d furnishes the body fuel
e costs more than othe - food
52. Choose the whole wheat bread instead of white bread part
of
the time because
a whole wheat bread has more iron and cellulose
b whole wheat bread is easier to digest
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Of tb« f0lic?*&fitf,» ite* mat liportAXtt r©e>«ois why fruits a«alth"-
c. ..... whols wheat bread has more starch and sugar
d whole wheat bread has more calories for a given weight
of bread
e whole wheat bread is cheaper 1
33. The most wholesome kind of candy to eat is
a. ..... rich, soft candy like chocolate creams
b highly spiced candy like red-hots and all-day suckers
o candy sold f rom an uncovered counter or cart
d. homemade hard candy like molasses candy
e cheap brightly colored candy
34. Of the following most healthful meal for a graving boy is
a chicken pie
b. ..... string beans, asparagus, cabbage
c milk, roast beef , boiled eggs
d. ..... milk, bread and butter, spinach, dates
e. ..... roast beef, potatoes, turnips, beet3, chicken salad
jelly, mince pie, milk
35. If one is hungry a half-hour before supper time It is best
a. ..... to eat a meat, sandwich
b. ..... to eat a few cookies
c to drink a glass of soda water
d. to eat an ice cream cone
e. ..... to drink a gias of cold water
56. Here are some things for a school lunch. The best combination
for health is
a. ..... meat sandwiches and buns
b. ..... cheese sandwiches and fruit
c ham sandwiches and ginger ale
d chicken sandwiches and a piece of chocolate cake
e. frankfurter, roll and cawiy
Of these, the best reason why food should be well chewed is that
a. ..... it can be swallowed sooner
b. ..... the saliva begins to digeet the starchy food
c. . . . . . less food is needed
d. . . , . . horses and dogs chew their food
e it is polite to chew thoroughly
Of these five foods, the food richest in vitamins is
a white bread
b beef steak
c spinach
d. ..... candy
e canned fruit
37.
38.
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39. Of the following, the most important reason why fruits are health-
ful is that they
a furnish a large amount of energy
b contain a large percentage of water
c are rich in fat
d. ..... help prevent constipation
e come. from, the contry
40. The largest amount of fuel food is needed wben a person
a swims
b sleeps
c studies
d plays the piano
e « washes dishes
41. Sugar, starch, and fat are especially needed for
a giving energy
b building bone
c making blood red
d. keeping the body clean inside
e preventing colds
42. Of the following, the best reason why lettuce is a valuable
food is because it furnishes
a * carbohydrates and fat
b. energy to give power to work
c vitamins and minerals
d protein for muscle building
e water and starch
43. The largest amount of protein is to be found in
a. . .
.
. . rice , oat,jnrjal , white bread
b . . milk, ^ish, eggs
c. . . . apples , bananas . oranges
d .. carrots, potatoes, turnips
e. . . .. candy, cake, ice cream
44. Of the following protei.i is most needed for
a preventing kidney trouble
b purifying the blood
c building the muscle
d cleaning out the large intestine
e building teeth
45. If we are not sure the water is safe to drink the best thing
to do is
a to keep it in the ice box
b not to drink any water
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c to boil it
d to drink tea instead
e. . to take a chance, and drink it anyway
46. Every boy and girl should drink
a about one cup of water
b at least four cups of water
c almost two cup3 of water
d at least four quarts of water
47. Of the following the best reason why it is important to drink
water is that it
a thins the blood
b keeps body fluids normal
c. ...... makes a person fat
d keeps the bosy warm
e makes the kidneys work hard
48. The average size stomach of a grown person can hold comfortably
about
a 1 pimt
b 3 pints
c 5 pints
d 8 pints
e 10 pints
49. Of the following food, the best to help keep the large intestine
clean are
a. ..... . white bread, butter and jelly
b meat, egg3, and fish
c chicken soup, mince pie, and fudge
d candy, cake, chocolate
e vegetables, fruit, -heat bread
50. One good simple rule for preventing constipation is
a take castor oil once a week
b. take a sugar-coated pill every night
c drink one or two glasses of water on rising in the
morning
d eat no raw fruit
e. ...... eat meat at least twice a day
51. Of these, the best foods for the teeth and gums are
a raw cabbage
b chocolate cream drops
c cocoanu"
1
"fAMt.
d whitebread and butter
e. eggs and fish
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52*- The clotting of blood in a cut x.j
a. . is harmful
b. . is caused by poieon
c stops the flow of blood
d happens in impure blood only
e is a sign of weakness
53. When you have been cut a little
a suck the cut
b cover the cut with a sterile bandage
c wrap it up in your handkerchief
d pick off the scab
e. hold your hand over the cut
54. When a pe -son faints you should
a. ....... put a hot water bag on hia head
b place him in a chair
c keep him out of a draft
d. .. lay him flat, rub his temples, put his hands in
cold water
e make him ?*alk, £wi him
55. To stop a nose bleed
a press two fingers on the upper lip or against the
side of the nose
b lie on the back
c lie on the floor, head low
d wipe out the nose with a handkerchief
e . ...... . walk up and down quickly
56. In bandaging a cut on the arm or leg, a tourniquet should be
put on
a between the heart and the cut if the large artery
has been cut
b. above the cut if the vein is cut
c. ......t !'<51ot -'.das cut if an artery is cut
d only when the bleeding is slight
e. .. only ihen the injured person faints
57. When a person seems dead from drowing
a nothing you can do will help hia
b give him whiskey
c keep him warm and quiet
d try artificial breathing every ten minutes for three
hours.
e try Schaefer method artificial respiration for six
or eight hours before giving up
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58. Of the following the best reason why patent medecines should be
avoided is because
a they are more expensive than other medecine
b they often contain drugs which are bad for us
c . ..... they make people feel happy
d they make people poor
59. Of these, the chief cause of illness is
a lack of health habita
b working hard during the day
c eating cheap foods
d the hurry and noise of city life
e. . . . . . bad luck
60. The most common way for bacteria causing typhoid fever and other
intestinal diseases to enter the body is through the
a. feet
b pores of the skin
c mouth
d eyes
e nose
61. When you first begin to f6el you are getting a cold, a good thing
to do is
a. ..... to take cough drops often
b to take patent cough syrup every hour
c to avoid all exercise and cold air
d to pay no attention to it, and go on with your work
as usual
e to take a brisk walk and then go to bed
62. Anaemia, which is a disturbance of red corpuscles in the blood,
is sometimes helped by
a eating green vegetables
b sleeping 12 hours a night
c eating more starchy food
d studying hard in school
e taking little outdoor exercise
63. Mosquitos can be kept from growing in water by
a. .... . putting oil on ponds
b taking fish out of the ponds
e putting salt in ponds
d letting weeds grow in ponds
e putting lime in ponds
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64. Vaccination for amallpox and typhoid is used to
a clean out the body as castor oil does
b kill germs as a germ killer does
c make substances that destroy germs grow in the blood ,
d find out if one is going to get the disease
help cure the disease after one becomes sick with it
65. People get disease germs most often from csrelessness in regard
to
a. ... clothing and tatle cloths
b book3 and papers
c fingers and unclean food
d dogs and horses
e flowers and hay
66. Of the follo?d.ng diseases, the tw that cause the largest number
of deaths in our cdrontry are
a. . . . . smallpox andchickenpox
b feuberculosia sad pntumcnia
c whooping cough and measles
d. .... hookworm disease and rheumatism
e typhoid fever and boils
67. Tuberculosis is caused by
a bacteria which can grow in many parts of the body
b having a father or mother who had tuberculosis
c getting the feet wet
d living ir, cold climates
e mosquitos which carry the bacteria Jut^t
68. Pneumonia is directly caused by
a chill
b . . . . . exposure to cold
c . . . . . wet feet
d cold weather
e*.-.. bacteria
69. Harmful bacteria in the body may be destroyed by
a toxins
b. .... microbes
c white elooB corpuscles
d. .... iron
red blood corpuscles
70. The man who did the most to e^tanlish the germ theory of
disease
was
a Goldsmith
b Cook
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c Pasteur
d Carpenter
71. Many epidemics of disease have been caused by
a . ... . lack of sleep '
b night air
c lack of cleanliness
d. .....iong hours of work
e too much bathing
72. Alcoholic drinks cause one to
4. . . . . work faster
b. .... make fewer mistakes
c . . . . . do better work
d do more ?rork
e do poorer work
73. The players on champion athletic teams do not use alcoholic drinks
because alcohol
a tastes bitter
b. .... decreases accuracy and quicknes 1 of action
c is expensive
d. .... makes on want to fight
74. One reason why people should not smoke is that it
a makes the skin yellow
b. .... makes people stupid
c causes chills and fever
d. .... often harms the lining of nose and throat
e. .... is hard to learn how to smoke
75. School children should carry their school books or brief cases
a on the stronger arm
b on one hip
c. .. by changing hands every few minutes
d always in the right hand
e always in the left hand
7§. The bones of a child nine years old
a are more brittle than those of an old person
b contain more minerals than those of an old person
c are more easily broken than those of an old person
d are more easily bent than those of an old person
e are made of the same amount of each material as are
those of an old person
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77. Broken bones grow together
a more quickly in children than in old people
b in a few days
c. .. more quickly in adults than in children
d in a few hours
e. .... not at all in the case of moat children
78. One way to care for a baby , s eyes is
a to keep the baby in the dark
b. .... to put germ killing drops in them every day
c to keep a very bright light from shining directly in
the baby's face.
d to keep a veil over the baby's face
e. .... to rub them if they look sore
79. The best thing for the nerves is
a. .... going to the movies every night
b going to church on Sunday
c. .. plenty of rest and sleep
d. .... reading ghost stories
e going automobile riding
80. Ihen a child has been hurt by falling off a fence through being
careless, he should
a call it "bad luck"
b. .... feel ashamed of himself
c. . . . . be proud
d feel brave
e. .... want others to be sorry for him
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APPENDIX 4
Litchfield High School
Litchfield, Connecticut
May 19, 1931
Doctor Orwin Bradford Griffin
Superintendent of Schools
Litchfield, Connecticut
Dear Doctor Griffins
This letter is written to suggest two possible changes in the
courses I teach in our high school. The first change is in re-
lation to the biology,
. Biology, as it was taught this year, has
three distinct divisions, namely i botany} zoology; and the appli-
cation of biology to human welfare.
It seems that this course is spread out too much. The student
is required to cover so many subjects that "getting over the ground"
is emphasized rather than the ability to see a few things for him-
self. In spite of the modern tendency of "spoon feeding", I am
still oldfashioned enough to believe that science education should
be a training in the use of the scientific method rather than ac-
quiring a mass of isolated information that may soon be forgotten.
I suggest that our biology course should not attempt to cover
the whole field of biology. The course I have in mind would cover
an elementary study of plants and animals. The object of this
course would be to teacher the student something about the plants
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and animals around Litchfield and to train him to make a few direct ob-
servations upon the actual material and to draw his own conclusions
from these observations.
The course would stress the natural history phase of the subject.
Habits, habitats and life histories would be emphasized. The human
welfare aspect of biology (civic biology) should be given in a separ-
ate course.
This brings ras to ay second proposal, namely: that the present
four-year one-credit course in health be superseded by a one-year
four-credit course.
The fact that Litehfield High School offers four credits in health
during its four year course is highly commendable. However, it fre-
quently seems that much of this time is wasted. Health comes once a
week during the four years. It comes at an hour that Is usually free
the rest of the week for the study of other subjects. Thus the pupils
begrudge the infringement upon a regular study hour. In addition,
any one-credit course violates one of the fundamental principles of
learning - repetition. A third drawback of this course is that all
four class** are together. Subject matter on the plane of a freshman
is often laughed at by seniors? subject matter on the plane of seniors
is ho??~A Ihc grasp of the average freshman.
When my proposal that a four-credit junior course in civic biology
with laboratory facilities be substituted for the present course in
health was put before the boys in my health course, the response was
very positive. Through vote, it was established that every boy in the
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school favored the change.
It has been ray personal experience and observation that health
should be taught through biology. Fundamentals mist be taught through
laboratory procedures.
My prop03al would leave the present sophomore biology course an
elective. The course would be simplified in its scope to Include only
botany and zoology. Civic biology ™>uld be introduced into the
curri-
culum to supersede the present one-credit four-year course in health.
This biology course rould be required during the Junior years as a
four
credit course.
Respectfully yours,
John A. Sullivan
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